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PREFACE 

This research has been carried out on Dr Aitken's 
suggestion. The first chapter is largely a recapitulation 
of known results which I have learnt from Dr Aitken, here 
arranged for convenience of reference later in the thesis. 

The second chapter is the application ofthese methods 
to the deduction of a two -variate Gam- ̂yea type istribution. 
'Dr Aitken pcb$nted out that the variances in a normally 
correlated two -variate distribution would give the required 
distribution,and chanter II is just the carrying out of that 
suggestion. fie also directed me to the papers by Hardy and 
by Wishart and Bartlett which give rise to chapte- III. 
Those two chapters form the centre or core of the thesis 
from which the other research radiates in three main direct 
-ions, of varying interest from the points of view of pure 
mathematics and of statistical applications. 

The first is chapter IV w' ich is purely of mathematical 
interest. It contains the most substantial single piece 
of research in the thesis. It was perh- ps fortunate that 
on mgjfirst se' rch-i_ng Watson's Theory of Pes ̂ el Functions 
for theorer s involvi ig incom )lete Gamma functions, I did not 
find the paragraph o-u Hadamr¢d' s paner. The result given 
by Watson would have been sufficient for the p 'rpos es of 
chapter III, but not being satisfied with in, own deduction 
of it, I sought to find it as a special case of a more 
general theorem, and in doing so have been led to discover 
a more general result, and incidental results which may be 
of great interet in the/-selves. 

Secondly, the generalisations in chapters V and VI 
are of interest as giving forms for statistical distributions, 
but they wilt also be of interest for pure mathematics, 
giving, for example; a generalisktion to any number of 
variable3 of Mehler s theorem (1866) which has been discuesed 
by Hardy and Watson and others. 

The third branch of the thesis is,concerned with the 

actual method of fitting a distribution functi',n such as 
that discussed in chanters II and III. This is discuesed 

in Chapttr IX, and tables to rake easy the fitting 1D-. - the 

method sn_ggested there of a type III curve are given in 

chapter X 

' ' Diher parts of the thesis are chapters VII and VIII, 



of which. VII is concerned with an attempt, not so far 
successful, to extend the theory to all Pearson's types, 
instead of type III only. (Similar attempts must have been 
made before s see Romanovaky, Biometrika, Vol XVI, parts I 
and II, p. 106) And chapter VIII applies a method whit I 
learnt from Dr Aitken in application to a normal distribution 
to the distribution of chapter II, and deduces simple formal 
which may be of great practical significanee in dealing with 
problems of sebction in distributions in which the coefficie 
of variation is important and is not small 

Publi éation 
I propose to publsh the substance of chapter IV in 

thé Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society. 
Since hpaka chapter II is a sequel to papers by J.T. Campbell 
and by Aitken and Gonin, it should probably be published 
after the latter. Parts of chapter III, V and VI would 
thenfollow, and VIII also. Chanter IX might be published, 
unless it should prove to have been done already by someone 
else, as soon as the result quoted in 6 22.2 in that chapter 
has been published. 

dir 

Further lines -,f research 
There are two or three points in the .present line of 

research which ren9.in to be cleared ur. 6n page 61 at the 
end of chapter IV a constant K is left undermined. n_lthough 
its value does not affect the main theorem, it will be of 
great interest to find it - I think it should be possible 
in a few weeks. At the end of chapter IX the important 
question of the best statistic to use to estimate the 
g rrelation° is left unc termined. t straightforward 
application of the method of maximum likelihood to the 
Bessel functio', form in chapter III should be possible. 
The methods in the chapter on selection need to be applied 
to the distributions of V and VI. 

Other lines of research include a further attempt to 
find by the method od chapter VII a continuous distribution 
to correspond to the double hypergeomettic distribution. 
There must be some partial difference equation satisfied 
by the frequenciew in that distribution; and alhhough so 
far I have not found it, the work T have done on it will 
be a help to finding it. We might then arrive at a 
differential equation of which the Bessel differential 
equation would be a special case. Another problem 
is that given in 6 7.2, chapter III, p. 31, the integration 
of a certain xlmausimium function of the elements of a 
symmetric matrix with respect to all the elements off the 
diagonal, throut °hout the region in which the matrix is 
positive definite. I suggested this problem to TAI Ledermann 
when he gave me a copy of his paper in which the function 
concerned was derived. I carried out the %integration 
when there are only two xacaixi:äax variates, in chanter III, 

obtaining a series of incomplete Gamma functions. For 

three variates, any such direct integration appears to give 
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too complicated e result, and one may expect any solution 
of this problem to be based en general matrix theory, and 
I do not myself see at present any line of approach to a 
solution. 

The methods of curve fitting suggested in chapter IX 
it would be well to test by application to a variety of 
problems. That can best be done by those actually engaged 
in the practical business of studying naturally occurring 
distributions. 

I wish to thaqk both Professor 
Whittaker and Dr Aitken, not only fort he sugrestir,ns 
menti'ned in this preface, but also for adtirce and 
mas ç encouragement duringthe years in which I 

have ,'en engaged on this work. It is a great stimulus 
to associate with them. 

Madras, September 1938 



ORTHOGOT AL POLYT\TO?I.''IALS , AND MOT NT GENERA.T YG FUNCTIONS 

$1.11 Definitions The orthogonal po *ynomial of degree 

for a distribution function q(x) 

polynomial 2,(x). such that 

ff, (x) v, cß eix 

is mag]xxtJA.Rt is a 

# 0 = S, 

or, if the functi n cii(xl is that of a discontinuous 

distribution, 

f: 00 Pst-c) 4)0e) ® 
, 

.r 
Y ) 

s. 
Alternatively, the functions P (x) ]$ can be defined by 

.. 

f r, (x) -,cr cQ C-x) d x- O 
Z1 P( x) cv(-x) = O 

r = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , ... , n -1. 

S 111 f These conditions determine thet ratios of the 

coefficients in PM (x) . If the val, :F of the coefficients 

are so chosen that 
f1V. t7orqcx% (3) 

the polynomial 
i s4 called a normaliseu ort__ .gonal poiyriomiai. 

( l The moment generating function for a given oistribt'tion 

function p(x) is defined as 



G(0 =J oc 

() e 
x dx (4) 

If ç(t) is expandedthe coffficient of , is xvk cp(>0 d-Ir 

then- moíhent of the distribution function q9(x) . 

Thus if the moments are bounded, the integral exists and 

crn be expressed .as a series in powers of QC in which the 

coefficient of - is the -nn moment. 

, 

j- f 3 hen 4p (x) is a discontinous frequency distrihuti n 

funct-ion, and t7(x) exists only for integral values of x 

it is convenient to use the name notation Ç6e) for the 

factorial moment generating function defined by 

q cPCx) (1+o6' (S 1 

in which the coefficient of °4 is the factorial moment ! 

w1e,rp x = x Ox-1)( - (x -n+ 

11 It h s been pointed put by Dr Ait en that the two- 
-variate distribution functions which correspond to certain 

ell known one -variate distribution functions, can all 

be expressed in forms which have the one -variate function.:, 

as factors, and in which the co- factor is a series 

bilinear in the respective orthogonal polynomials. 

2, Examples are (i) the Normal Frequency Function 

41000 = 71=e-51 
xY 

(6) 

for hick the orthogonal polynomials are Hermite polynomials 



I-1 
x^\ dr- ,C*ft 11(s._ )X -z 4. ().-1)(x 2(a-)xh° 

2 - y e z 
- - 

(7) 

while the corresponding distribution function for two 

variates is the Normal correlation function 

IT ' 
e-K a {Cx z- z Px + Oiz(1 - PZ, g 

which can be expressed in the form) 

ePix, = 
ir e Zx. y)- 

1 - P H (i Ny) -P 1-I, () Nyz -- 
cp (x) cg (3) fs -.. P , (-01-I, (3) -- Q H ( ) tíL {- 

(a Ì 
( 2z, (ii) the binomial distribution function, 

x 114L-.W r 
ci260 ..- ( xc) ke_it ,1(,.- . . (..-x+i 

x) xI 

Q0) 
for which Aitken and GoninJhave shown the orthogonal 

polynomials are Ç,.(x, I' where 

x , b) W (') - (2) 4 x`r' 4(x), 

and for which the two - variate distribution function is 

(xj J s) _ tx, o 4(y. I'> e '' Q. (ß`'t-)5. 6,0 - - 

where (x, 17> _ 
(:),K 

and 

(.3, a') ( ) a .~- 
y 

)A.C. Aitken and H.T. Gonin, On fourfold sampling with and 
without replacement 
Dr Aitken kindly gave me a manuscript copy of the paper. 

)G.Mehler, J. fur Math., lxvi (1866) p.174. 

Ci-1- 



A limiting form of this is 

(iii) the Poisson distribution function 

4) (x, ..`> Q . C 3) 
x_ 

for which the Charlier polynomials are orthogonal defined by 

K{ (x) 4y ( x) C- (70 wLe^e v 460 4-0-4'(x 
(4 

and for which the two-variate function is') 

c f (x , 
...' 

6 " -4 1 ( " 4 , - ' 7 1 7 

XI o f o 
; `+" `1 

d 

= (x,-.) 1;7.K.r.0 KsCx, K(10KL(.3) +-- 
C,s- 

l 4- (iv) 
And a generalisation isLthe hypergeometric distr&h %ution 

l 

c,0 - (11(Nw) ( 

for which the orthogonal polynomials are U (x) , tAe - %Ne 

Ur (x) 4)00 =(-4 tvcvl (Ali/ +x.r I(x4 low 4_ +) (.1 , 
qP(x, 3 í d) ce(x, ó;6) fi +a , 

r+CNU-`:) 

N iv; 
Nh Ui N , v(x ' b) U. , 04- 

4- a a``' {04 OPT 
s [z)11Na`(1¡N,r\i:) Vz (X, a) Vt l`.if'/+ 

VI"' ) ( Y 1 j l ) 
I .f} C $) and the correlation function 

[e ñ e-^e ce, Cl - wQ w+o .. a at S we., "" *t' . a .-e( 

ßá /y l a W 

x31 Other distribution functions which have well -known 

polynomials as orthogonal polynomials are 

J.T) gampbell, The Poisson Correlation Function, Proc. 

Edin. Math. Soc., vol. iv, series 2, pp. 18 -26, 



(v) the Type III curve of Peerson, or Gamma -type curve 

= x" r(á> 

BPMQi12147c 

for which the /Laguerre polynomials are orthogonal : 

(x) L, Cx, t') - dx) 2`1' 4' tx) ; 

Tl.e y+e 

]"L 
and (vi) Type I 

(1-xi 
°16 

4-43 
4)(70 oc.¡3 +1 z 13 64 I,ß) 

(i9) 

(2U, 

(z1) 

for which Hacobi poly0nomials are orthogonal : 

Y Y+ 
(j-) (1 tx>ß "P x ; oc, ß _ ` (dxjit (- 'C) (1 

/3 (2i) 
2. \ 

4 
Comparison of the form of the orthogonal polynomials and 

the moment ,generating functions 

A polynomial of degree n can always be 

expressed as f(D)x or f( G1) x where D denotes 

A 
and 0 denotes the difference operator : AV, - L - dx h- _« x 

Dr Aitken points out that when the orthogonal polynomials 

of varinus distribution functions are expressed in this 

way, there is such similarity in form between the function 

f(D) or f(t) and the moment (or factorial moment) 

generating function as to sugcest that a generl method 

exists for deriving orthogonal polynomials from the 

geenrating functions. A theoeem showing thst this can in 

fact be done is given below, i i . 



4i -Lxz 
(.i) For the Normal Frequency function, (x) _ e 

the moment generating functi on is 
s 

20,0 e2 

and the Hermite polynomials a c- 1.e 4.,,Af 

I (70 = 6 fir. 

v -z 
v -4 r- 6 

If H, (x) is written as a, ,x - a,, x -s- q. x 61,3 x _o- - - - 

the coefficients 4,,,, satisfy the recurrence relatiòns 

and 
Ho (x) = 

H, (x) = 

H(x) = 

H,(x) = 

H4(x) = 

H, (x) = 

He(x) _ 

H, (x) = 

Hs (x) = 

Hq (x) = 

Hb(x) = 

H (x) = 

.,,Ç ° Y a._s_, 

1 

x` - 6x + 3 

xy - 10x + 15x 

X6 - 15á +45x; -15 

- 212( +105x3 -105x 

xg -28x6+210x"-420x +105 

x4 -36x" + 378xr -1260x-3+945x 

x'° -45x4 +630x-3150x" 
+4725x -945 

x` -552 +9902E1 ;69302E5 
+17325x3 ;10395x 

x' -66x6+1485x4 +51975x +10395 
-13860x' -62370x' 

x13 -7°x - 25740x -270270x3 
+214520 +13513520- +135135x 

14 1 3 s-i T s- 
-91x -45045x -945925x4 -94;5441F5m 

+3003x'° +3153152E6 +945945x2 



r 

The coefficients in these polynomials were calculated 
(zs) 

from the recurrence relation written above them, those in 

the last half dozen being calculated with the Archimedes 

machine. As that Is a twelve figure machine it was 

possible to calculate two or three coefficients with the 

same set of operations, so long as the coefficients had 

three or four figures, putting one in the thousands place 

and one inthe millions place, or something of that sort. 

(Te multiplier. r in the recurrence relation used, which 

multiplies coefficients in the last but one of the polynomials 

already determined, is the same for all the coeffic &ents n 

the polynomial required.) The whole calculation was 

checked by calculating the coefficients in the 14th 

polynomial from 

Q+s - Z2 . 1. 3 . S . . . . . (2.s- 0 (x.0 



1 4-z 
(ii) For the binomial distribution fuction, 

04.)=Orr the f ̂ ctorial moment generàting function is 

(-; (moi 
= (1-4- c,))( cp(xj = (14- 1o'); 

x -o 

and the orthogonal polynomials can be written 
as 

(ß+a2) )Y 

(iii) For the Poisson function c'tacÒ . e'' 

unction is 

(q) 

(-so) 

the factorial moment generating f 

(27) 

(28 ) 

and the Charlier polynomials can be written as 
.., d Or) 

K+ (,r «..) - 2 

I'`Fcf (iv) For the hypergeometric distribution 

WOO _(:&,c (w) x 
C .) 

the factorial moment generating function is 

F- (- n - hJ ; -- ac) ; z ) 

while the polynomials defined by (17) can be expres^ed with 

a hypergeometric operator : 

F(n-.r-e- l N, -1- :1i - .r +- j - x r) 3 .0 

Í (v) For Type III or Gamma -type, 

(-0 = xp e 7r (p) 

and the generalised Laguerre polynomials can be written as 

r+-b- 
L (x, o _ 1 - b ( 3 s1 

(The simple Laguerre polynomials correspond to the special 

cale in which m = 0 , and 4(x) = e x between 0 and '_) 



The general Laguerre polynomial 
is 

(.c4-5.1 

_ x - 6t +112 -1)rx Y- t /r+ % -1\-Ix -2 
z l 

-(-,)rOr -4 a-I)6- +a-z) - 

ts) (. _ -*(r+h-Ix--+- Cr) (r+Ì'-1 x - ---+C-)&*b-1) 

_ r -x 
L, (r, h)}2 (x7 dx ,r L, (c, l') cQ Cx áx A. 

e 1-6p) 

r(r 4p4 04 
r! p 

(4- + - ) .4-! 

4-S Z \ -/ r Zt Zr -i/ X _ + 
L,,(x L) =x - 2 z 

¡ ' 
_ +J 1i`ZX)Z 

, 
x 

a L(4: , 

s".....e.. 
2 x 

2v(2r- r- (1+'-3) X Z 

2 2! 

N; 

(t.) - 

u f x l _ I 

21 

The definition of the generalised Laguerre 

polynomial in theform Above in *hich the coefficient of xr 

is 1, (whereas Hille and others use a form in which it is 

: r 
), is a generalisation of Berger's definition of the 

simple Laguerre polynomial, given by Wigert, Arkiv för Vath, 

etc., 15, No 25 (1921). 
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1'5" Orthogonal polynomials for the others of Pearson's 

curves have been given by Romanovsky 1). For a frequency 

curve for which the higher m-ments pre infinite, as in 

Pearson's types IV, V and VI, what is meant when we say thet 

polynomials py(x) are orthogonal for a frequency functio4 

(Q (x) is that f cp(x)p,«(x) xdx = 0 when m -* n , provided 

the integral edverges. It is interesting that for TypeIV 

Romanovsky's polynomials 

400R,, (X) ((4 ; ax=c(I x) ri e 
v 2*.-' x 

0) 

give when 2m is a whole number, a finite set of polynomials, 

such that all the integrals f 4'(x)R (x)R,.(x)dx conve'ge, 

r 
To prove this, let 4',, 

D = C2wx v) Yr- 

r l J 

These are valid for all values of r . 

Now suppose that 
_ k,.- ce- 

This is true when r = 1 ; ko = v . We shall sho hat if 

(z) 

(3) 

it is true for any value r , then it is also true for r + 1 . 

For Dz,r{1 _ 
D 

i (2.# {{II 

_ (fx) D (2,r t ) 27c CC,. -'- (zr41)zr 

r l 2 7 1 ¡ / r r C(4Yi/ -! (4!? ,.c.K lJT IZV,+ 7.y 

by equation ( 3) 

) 
R L tK)zz`;,-, 4 r ID 91,1 

{0r44 -t- Zr41) 

¡ e.-.o(.. s Yvi 1.3% 



Lt o (7.r+l)}- 
r-1 ` !!! 

_ '\r_ (yi+ Cd'' r~) 

So that equation (3) holds for all positive intecrral r , 

and 
k, = kv (v2 +4r2) 

= i'(V2 +4)(02+ 16)(1/2+ 36)...0V2 4r2) 

Now differentiate the equation 

2r- 
4)ir 

-1 

n times : 

v +F -t `r y ( c 
x) e 

- 

e 1( 

Put r + 1 = m - n , 2r + n + 1 =.2m - m - 1 . 

Equation (6) 

i) 
00) 

where 

Thus the polynomials Rx(x) satisfy the relations 

R2.44.-1K -1 t6) 4:- K - 2) R.. (h). 

(5) 

j6) 

The polynomials from m to 2m - 1 , if 2m is even, repeat 

in the reverse order, with constant multipliers, thole from 

0 to m - 1 . If Zm is odd, those from m + É to 2m - 1 

similarly repeat those from 6 to m - I, 

For the special case in which v = 0 , equntion (5) 

is still true, but with kr = 0 , and hence we deduce that 

2w -1 
R 

5 
(x) x O ~«1 s zm odd 

M s 2w -1, 2m even. 

In this case also, then, though polynomials of higher orders 

occur, sppcial signif &once atjohes to a set of m or m + P 



gird( polynomials, giring convergent integrals. 

This suggests that if a series bilinear in these 

polynomials is sought,to represent a frequency distribution 

in two variates, it may be possible when 2m is a whole 

number to find a finite series of that sort. 



3 

f32 
Theorrm-s connecting moment generating functions with the 

respective orthogonal polynomials of )4a frequency function 

2,. If G(o() is the moment generating function of 

any frequency function V(x) , then the m.g.f. ofd 1(x) 
is d (x) e ctx [c1)C7)ee`x j -fcp ('c) '( e «x dx 

and if 4 (x).ex = 0 at the limits of the distribution, 

this is - c 0°4) 

Further, the moment generating function of(1)4(x) is 

( -41.1.(0( ) if if(x) and each of its first n - 1 derivatives 

multiplied by e vanishes at the limits. A condition such 

as this is often described as the condition that the curve 

shall have 'high contact' at the ends. The condition iS 

satisfied by the Normal Frequency Curve, and direct 

modifications of it /; by Pearson's Type III (for a certain 

range of values of cc ; we need only condider G(a) within 

such a range), but for Type I it is in general only satisffed 

for values of n less than eil er i,,11Aex. 

For a curve (such as Type IV) for which the higher moments 

are infinite, the function G(«) cannot exist and be finite. 

2 Z Since 

f46') 
é co, 

d oc 
f-x 4,0,) eacx 

dac 

d 
töc5 O is the moment generating function of -4' (t) , 

if the integrals converge uniformly; 

So that P (A)G(vc) is the m.g.f. of PN(x)ip(x), where 

P is any polynomial. The condition that Ph(x) should 

be an orthogonal tolynomial with respect to 4) (x) is 



I 

fs P (x) w(>c) ó 

which is the condition that s P 

1` -t, 

Hence the following THEOREM is proved $ 

For a frequency function W(x) for which the moment 

generating function id G(a) , the condition that a to.) 
polynomial of fiu degree n should be one of the orthogonal 

polynomials for 4 x) is th9t P ¡d ) G (a) L() 

should contain no terms in h-2 
o( - ot d d 

. 

The condition that PM(x) should be a 

normalised orthogonal polynomial is that 

( coefficient of a in te (coefficient of ;in P,s(x)) = 

This theorem gives a fairly simple method of 

finding the orthogonal polynomial of any given degree, 

when the moment generating function is known, 

2.3 In order to consider symbolic expressional of the 

type /OW f(D)2e1- for the ¡orthogonal polynomials, we 

introduce a factor e' (which has the effect of making 

all the moments finite, and yet Or can be chosen so large 

that 4(xe ;gtdoes not differ significantly from 4*)for any 

values of x for which (0) is siglificantly different 

from zero). 
xeArz or ÌpctC 

The m.g.f. of e' is 47iir 

and therefore that of x' a is x ¡á ̀ ¡ V ar 



where Hom( ) denotes the modified Hermite polynomial, 

which can be described as the Hermite polynomial with all 

the signs made positive. Thus the m.g.f. of 

(s,1) 
{?` % is `r r¢c) 

provided that f )fY e` is convergent, as it certainly 

will be if 4 denotes a polynomial. thio, 

can be written symbolically, expanding by Leibnizis 

thewrem : 

H, -j '(O +x! 

whic4, when cr. is large, differs by a small quantity 

from 44,077. To consider whether can be an 

orthogonal polynomial for 44 ), consider the m.g.f. of 

46)4-(0x which we may regard as a limiting form of 

40)ftb)( 
} 
of which the m. g.f . is 4 V-t -cd) i (orr, 

Now the condition that 0)x should be an orthogonal 
polynomial is that the m.g.f. of 4 *.)-($i should have 

zero coefficients or all terms up to but not including 

that in «i- Thus we require to ft.nd the Gond tion that 

4390 ) m541 A) 

N cL°r)J shoul1, when c5- is large, have a 

- 

form which can be expres ̂ed in a series of positive powers 

of o', beginning with Qt (or with small coeffieients for 

lower powers than 

symbolically 

which if each H 

the fi). 

s4 
This m.g.f, can be written 

¡ 
,-<7- N 

by its leading term can is represented 



be written ;arso[ [eq{1_J ) ~ 

Analogous arguments show that the m.g.f. of q (x) can be 

represented by cs- 
tat 

( d oc e Z 

when Q- is large. This expression is always finite, 
even if the higher moments of 4(x) are infirlte, but as 

oc) the coefficient of o= tends to the `rK moment of 
d! 

4)(x) if that moment finite. 



3'Il Another THEOREM which is included here because 

it applies to any form of distribution function is : 

1C .If X = x, + x + x + + x¡, and if the 
distribution function for x has a moment generating 

function G4 WIC) , then the moment generating function for 

the distribution function of x is 

Proof : 

q64) =4-460 e" d7r, 

41(x)_ ,_, cx.) 4)L6t) - - ..cx»> dx, d>r, - 

aria ILL¢ e O î +rh, 

.C..) 

e1x.i CxX, 

) - 

+ 

_ - 

X i 

P 

»+ - . .,. X 
TL-#45.-e g 

K 
.2g J/ - 

f41 x ) (x..> e xt%.a rs 4_ --- ..x) 

are , ea' d[Ic. rh(x,)e dx, f g, Cr..) e d7r - _ - 14',A7g) e dar 

Corollary : If the m.g.f. of a certain distributi n is 

40) , then the distribution of the sum of a sample of 

n is Ox 
X The THEOREM above can readily be extended to two -variate 

distributions, and similarly to any number of variatel The 

proof for two variates is given s 

Lalry¢iiwQ 

61, r3) _ If (x, .3) ecc.f x, .3) e 
có.c 4ß ó 4x 

4`ik, '3) ezr jJ (z.-ff 4i640 '") 472-`14;1-0 
...C(wr/Ass 

a"144 f tr s /01.4C- 7L. , y 7ti t 

( `( 1. `/ ad>r , > ÇÇ.`, 7/ e . ..I ̀ ¡7 feV`/ 



3.2 
Series bilinear in orthogonal polynomials occur 

in expressions for two -variate distributions, and certcin 
simple theorems for a general expression of that scrt can 

be given. 

-S-2-1 THEOREM JP If the distribution function for two 

variates x ami y is 

Q)(x) * (3)f j a. r, (x) P () - a. T. () P C& ,- ...} 

where P (x), P: ( x ) , .. , and P , ( y ) , P,(y) , , are 

the orthogonal polynomials respectively appropriate to ci)(-0 

and 1449 , then the regression of either varite on the other 

is linear. 
It is convenient to use a form for the orthogonal 

polynomials inwhich the coeffieient of the highest power is 1. 

Let (x`' p (x) (x) Aye = f r 644, - 7Cr. , 

and Ç 1,. (y) 14.3) d f(T ( .5))' +63) d _ --*1 

x) = +, P (x) = x`- CO( 4. ; 1:6)- 3 +a. 6)= 

Then the regression line of y on x is 

á + a. fer: I (x) - -- d, .- 4, G,' P(x) 



That this line passes, as a lire of regression must through 
the point whose coordinates are the means of x and y , is 
verified from the fact that P, (x) = O. 

3.z2 TI3EOREM V The variance of y fcr any given x is 

- d=a ai + . i ' i P 1 - t_ 1Z 
J + ptxJ 

It is a constant if and only if a1 1,2' = (a.- ?', 
Q, + Cr. ) << -z a, ,, c, - , (d,, -2 d, =a 

These conditions are satisfied for Mehierr''s express-1,6n for 

the normal corre lati : n d&s tribut idn, but Lfor the series in 

Laguerre polynomials discussed in chapter lE, 

The mean, for all x , of the variance of y for 

a given x , is 

r a r ') 

and the ratio of this to the variance of y in the 

distribution yie0 is 1 - P2 , where P is the geometric 

mean of the coefficients of regress %ion, a. and a. ; 

It does not howeve" follow that for each x the 

variance of y is less than C. 
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We cannot assume that every series of the form 

in Theorem IV represents a possible frequency function. 

A necessary condition is that the series should have a 

positive sum for every pair of values of x and y in 

the range concerned. One implication of this is that the 

variance of y for a given x must be positive for each 

x in the range. If the range for x extends either 

to + or to -0o this implies 

ca, tr}t (a, -CO 

and if it extends to +c0 then 

(k; -CY=i 
- Zct; -ir,ic, - Q. -Qr, ( - `Zd.) 

c.. ..d 4 - ac>, 

a, g:l t . 2az ;l c, - 4, -:, (dt - Zd.) < Q_ 



'1;3 it JO evident from theorem that an 

expansion bilinear in orthogonal polynomials of the form 

given in that theorem can only represent a distftbution in 

certin special cases, namely those in which the regression 

is linear. But a very large proportion of observed 

frequency distributions have approximately linear regression, 

and linearity of regression is very often assumed. 

We do however find, in ch apbtr an expansion 

of a very similar form for a frequency distribution in which 

the regression curve is parabolic. It is of the type s 

Ci2(7)4P6){1+ a,(x)P6) 6-az P, (N) P.(& t ) 

That such a series should arise naturally suggests that a 

much wider class of frequency distributions might be 

investigated by the use of expabsions by means of orthogonal 

polynomials. It is evident that if the series conthined 

terms f(x) Y j a,..d T () 

the regression curve of y on x would be of degree r 

and that of x on y of degree s. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE VARIANCES IN A NORMAL CORRELATED 

TWO -VARIATE DISTRIBUTION 

l It is well known that if a variate X has a normal 

distribution, so that, with suitable choice of the unit, 

its frequency is given by 

then the distribution of the variance of X can be given 

by the equation dp. 1 e_x dx 
r( i) 

and that of the mean variance in a sample of n is 

i-1 
r' 

x e dx (n 
with suitable choice of the unit. 

For, putting x = *Xa 

equation (1) gives 

dX-yx'dx 

da -is. 
x_= 7 dx 

2 of 

but two values of X , one positive and one negative, 

correspond to one vaíllue of x , so that the distribution 

for x is w X ' e'x dx ) le" e xdar, 

and the moment generating function 
is 

(2) 



 - -x a sL 

, x'e e dx 
(' ( : 

i 

(1 -oc)' . (3) 

"hZ If x,, x2, x3 , , x each have a 

distribution of this type, then, by the theorem of 3) 
the moment generating function of x, + x2 + + x, 

is (1 -a) 
h/z 

and the resultant distribution function is 

cp= -r 
/; é Xd.x 

r6//) 

"2.3 

Except for the fact that the index of x is 

restricted to be half an integer, this is a form into 

which the most general Type III equdion 

`i r n41) ear (x -c ) e_ 
!X dX (s' 

(in which m is a real number greater than - 1 ), can 

be put, by a suitable choice of origin( and unit. 

We therefore expect that a sim-lar discussión 

of the distribution of the variances in two -variate 

normal correlated distribution will lead to a two -variate 

distribution which is the natural extension of the Type III 

distribution. Consider then two variates X and Y , 

with frequency function ' xl -IPPY 
AY +y cixar 

P 2TT 1,' 
1gß 

and put x = iX2 , y = iY2 

ems{ x- zP) , so that (6 ) becomes 

dx d.j /(4Tr f (7) 

but there are four pairs of values of X , Y corresponding 

to one pair of values of x , y 3 two with positive and 

two with negative XY , so that the true expression for 
dp 

-This analysis can be carried out more 
shortly by 

wag 
a factor eft )(s* Y9in (6) and integrating, 

as in oiAtAivr 



terms of x and y is not ( 7) but 

4 - fe,+(_ x - 2 P p + y o.Lf_ x s2P + 1 d,c{./C27T',lxy J77-.0 

v'l J C$) 
in which the positive sign must be taken with each root. 

We shall now find the moment generating function 

for this dióstribution. It is defined as 

(3) =ÇÇ c ,)) 

and putting a = A /(1 - P 2) ; $ = B /(1 - P2) , 

we have 

4 (01, ß) - rre#-P2 
O n 

C4) 

+ a similar integral with the opposite sign fort 

This last phrase will be written + s.i. (f) 

Now put F ' -x(1-A) 

rr- 
j 

rs 
cè.nd, _ P= 

4 ß o 0 t S íC+) . 

ít-eA" t-Re CO Z, ske-2 

t 

-1+417_2_0 d d 
--p= zu -rLCA-A)Ce-a) 

-- s. 4-0 

u zis? 61,:-s s 

E r_ -2# a y 4 y d.a 4.0- 4.0- , p 
ï 1-Tt } 211 -4:7,11- G-AXI-B) 

= -J ..iPr (I -A) CI 
CI-A)Ú-8) ! -r=(1-p)1--8J 

¡ s 

-1 .m j 1 - ecCl -/3) - d3 P} IO) . 
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The theorem of 0$ shows at once that the m.g.f. 
for the distribution of the mean variances in a sample of n 

is (0-000 -13) _ ac (3 4)1 `" 

and we $shall therefore take ((i --)Cs -r3) -d/3 Pl 
as the m.g.f. for a two -variate distribution in which wach 

of the variates has a distribution of(x) _ x -7è 7r(a) and 
a m.g.f. (I--a() 

We can expand G(cx, (3 ) f(1-006-a)-003f)-}i' 

- -) e( tt aa a 2 - P 4- 1a 1 -/1 1-! 

a 1 r \t C-1) a (1-«) p 
and since (1 -°`) ( Ì a ) VC 174-66,4-7-)- . .y, r- aa 

cLS 

is the m.g.f. of L,(xM4 )i jwe see that {G- 0)í!-I3) -a¡3P 
z 

is the m.g.f'. of a frequency fu:ìction cß(x,)in which the 

co- factor of f(x)q(,) is a series bilinear in the Laguerre 

polynomials which are orthogonal with respect to cr(x)- r(b) 
w 

47(x) .4) (3) L, i L, - pi Cx, a) , p) 4 2, a1,1:1,44) 
L (x, Id 1-,.(3, t) + . . . ) 

. 

f (13) 

S_2 To prove the conver-ence of this series we use 

a result by E. Hille (1926)' who has shown that 

idi Z r ^ ̀ ` Ez7c - R(4 { Vi O VI - 
Lr e x 

AriF 

where 

(4 )fxYci(x, ocf , 
(x) *e ! (c, a+0 oc r+ _ 

r 

') Proc. Nit. Aèad. Sci. 12 (1926) p. 261 

. 



In our notation, p = a + 1, 

L, 

so that 

Lr.(x p) = r ! Lnx) , and 

) g s 
1 I `2 c.- i i c¿. r. e x fi C.t - (t _4)] + o(r t ) 

L (x, h) L. (.J. h) &A! h 0- Cr{ . .. (a -4-2 r- 
r! r(p* 1) L,_, 

` 

%xf 
-r- i 

t 

as r tends to infinity, and the ratio of ay& term to the 
Az 

preceding term in (13) tends to t. The series is therefore 

absolutely convergent, if 1 < 1 , for all values of x 

and p 7 

Some deductions from the moment generating 

function (V Z) or from the series (13) may be noted : 

(i) the product moment for the distribution ispP2, and the 

mean variance for either variate is a, It was evident from 

the way in which this distribution was deduced from the NRrmal 

distribution, that the ,product moment, when expressed in terms 

of units in which the mean variances of both x and y are 

mmttgx must be an even function of 1 , equal to 0 when P 

is 0 , and to 1 when P is 1 . 

(II) the line of regression of y on x is 

P 

p-- P2, h) P x , 
Tiaisxixx$xlimitixxxform7ofxfZili ehaptmrxx *YwheNy.xxxxxitx 

and the variance of y for any given x is 

This is a limiting form of (5) in chapter, when v = 0, 

for here p =h, =vi 

D For the purposes of statistical 
theory we are interested 

only inthe case in which 
IPI < 1 . The series clearly 

diverges when I P 1 > 1 When P = -s.1 it is likely that 

it will converge within some 
region -'T 94F)<,7, 

( Hille, Amer. Math. ti nom, April 1938) w -, t(n).,,7 
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EXPRESSION OF THE SERIES OF LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 

AS A BESSEL FUNCTION 

Vo. The series in Laguerre polynomials can be reduced to 

a simple form involving a Bes el function, by two different 
processes ; first, directly, using a result of Hardy1s, 

and secondly, by a process of integration from probability 
distributions discussed by Wishart and Bartlett and others. 
It is of interest to give both, and connect the theory of 
the distribution function (chapter ff 2S) with various 

analytical results. 
Hardy has shown that J) 

YCx)X _ 1 
t J« ,4t 

o 

Jx ~ 
where X (c) r = r,, ! r(-Y%-t- 1-- 2oc ) e x ) . 

1 

In our notation, this is 

n LX 
. ! 

, L.. JM) -1 (x .3) 1 (a-0 

1-6%-4-0 (x3/ f e t_Z -t /+r 
ft._ [121-,Fii.) 

I +F 
9G H. Hardy, Jour. Lond. Math. soc., '7 (1932) pp. 1 38-1 39 

' .N. Watson, amo'u'r oñd. Math. Soc. , 1933. p. 189 
A a:-FÇu.e...í- 0,04 44.-, eR.. w Ga W. A. Ras(..s wh («t.11.,t. Svc.. vd r No.7 6Ilc) I., 7.3g. 



p.Zs 

Putting t = -$32. , this shows at once that the expression (13)/ 

1 - x(x-. to i(p- 
x E 

P ZQf`(ae ( - p ,-s(X-1^P= lp-. I-p 
V y6-0 

e_471-6-0 

y 2 -P, 1_, { 
40(1- Pt, f -(x-y)/ p 

7 1 The second method of deducing this result starts 

from results of Wishart and Bartlett ') who have discussed 

the distribution of the variances and bivariances in a 

sample of n sets from a potulation with p variates 

that is, the distribution- function of the *n(n + 1) variables 

1) (x2" (Y +Xia -/- - - - -' x... J,x yay = Lxi. .+ '"1: + - - - + xi... M - 

Vol r(x.lxi.4- 'fox X1i+----"(i..xs..//h) 143^&1.XS.+x.yx3z.._+X..3..J/.. 

a(../ _,Xij XXI )Y==J...2.. .Xzj_'X.. 
where ,1-4=76.-9.-.7t ,, T are sample- 

se 
from 

a normally correlated population. 

moment generating function of the 

x, , x, , xT , . , x, and x,x1 , 

. 

lrRIAR- y e-'4' {t364,°6) 

They first find the 

joint distribution of 

x,xs , etc. It is 

O[,1 

'34.10 

ol 

C:4 .3. 

°C z - 

art 

- 
. °` =a 

Q.( 

7 
-R _ .. 

#1. 

J- 

'r111 

V-s: 

fiai . 

(3) 

')Wishart and Bartlett, Proc. Oamb. Phil. 5oc., 29 1932 -33, p. 
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the frequency distribution with th ich the discussion starts 

bein g Rx, (x. X: z (g-1 

where R(x, x) denotes the quadratic form 

ci.A.d B = (R - A) 3 ( °c, d) 

a quadratic form in 04 ,0Z , Qe3 -- -, c thich correspond to 
the first order variates 

It then follows (see chapterI 3.1 ) that the m.g.f. for 

the variances, bivariances, and means is 

It (111ZOK-A} e..,r+ {nB (, 003 (s-) 

The distribution function for these p + zp(p + 1) variables 

is then to be found by a Fourier integral inversion, and the 

integration with respect to the p first order variables can 

be carried out and leaves 
4tw 

1-a , 
(vv) = l 

¡ Z7T R N 
-í oD 

( 6) 

as the distribution function for v )1" ," , v1 > - ."v:e v27, Uap 

This differs only in having n - 1 for n from the integral 

which would be obtained by putting 0e. = aL _ a3 - -- 
_ aca ° o 

in (3) so that the factor expf B( ,K)) disappears, (thereby 

giving the m.g.f. for the distribution of the variances and 

bivariances,) AsztAtptTalsG THe Fourier theorem to that m.g.f. g 

thus showing that the distributi ̂n of the varian ̂es and bi- 

-variances from the means,in a sample of n i4 the same 

as the distribution mIxidla of the true variances and bivarinnces 



in a sample of n - 1 . 

The integral (6) has been evaluated by Ingham) and by 

Ledermannz). The result is 

y t AY 

n v =, 

where is /1Lc ,y, , /.v 0 

LS I Pryl 

') Ingham, A.E., Proc. Camp. Phil. Soc. 29 (1926) p.261. 
1) Dr Ledermann kindly gave me a manuscript of his shorter 

proof. 
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7 'Z The distribution function for the p variances 

and * p (p - 1) bivariances has thus been found by 

Wtimk * Wishart and Bartlett. In chapte'° I is found' 

the distrdtbution function for the p variances is found 

as a multiple series in Laguerre polynomials. It is 

evident that an expression equivalent to this would be 

found by integrating (7) with respect to the z p (p - 1) 

variables not on the diagonal in 

v.. V.1 . 

v; vsZ .. . vZ/ 

vh 
u=M 

vah 

throughout all the space in which this 
matrix is 
positive definite. 

-1.3 To carry out the integration when p = 2 : 

then iS cri (5; L I l - i' ,r.; - - p/ ) 

1 I .. :z= zl -Pz ' -- 4 - 
7 

` 
t.> 

x6"' f1,-2F4. 4v,:1 1? {4(t-P)3- 
.= 

e6-- V V 
4, ,v. ,vxt) _ -, 

( 3 'cx-2 
t - 2(t-P9 ni x. 

iit Vi.i 

This is to be ini:e,prated with respect to ; throughout 

v2 < v., v . Putting V; = v v , the required frequency 

function is 

15:0 
V 

ÏT Z `(` - el"" ; (h-4% 
14, 

rot..-) ) - titoK-ui ( 
-v 

1Ì.e, :...1.72s14 i a=. t_ V- 

o 

t1(,. 4.1 (ZV t)i - (1% 

4) 
ef)/`i-P') e 

-/9 

e) 

9 ) 



which can be expanded in a series of incomplete Gamma functions 
ac, 0.--44 -r - 2V - Pt /(1 -P"7 é /(i -P) zV r e dr 
f-6 

C 
sr -4- 

e PVi-p=) ¡Zc-)-r 
C ( r` ) Y 116N-F)4t,, 

2 
l j__1_/,) 

(2. îVQ= (,.-4) ir; ( 
I -P= (zV Q c.--0 -Pz 

C'j 
` , v...,42,d cLett-a... 

s.-S 4 tkr.. .. ( 9 ) 

i(-3) 
CV/z4) v-vLZ P 
y- r(40,--0) I-P: z(0-e9 1,(-z ) pi 

2 ` 

, 3 vt e 
i.del`+.eQ t_ri.lQ (z), 4 C-R - , 

001 

01) 
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EXPRESSIONS FOR BESSEL FUNCTIONS INVOLVING INCOMPLETE GAMMA 
FUNCTIONS 

g. The asymptotic expansions of the Bessel function of 

imaginary argument), c,,,n be written 
.0 

(Z) 
(Lit -01 ..._v 

Y- Z1 +w.+ .0 i 

+.+ /J ¡-(v-` {) ('2 z)... (1) 

It has been pointed out by Hadamard' that it is possible to 

modify such an asymptotic expansion so teat it becomes a 

convergent series with a negligible remainder term. One 

modification which he gives for functions of zero order, and 

which is given by Watson` for functions of any order greater 

than - , is formed by replacing the Gamma function Cr(y-" r- ;- 4A 

in (1) by the incomplete Gamma function, Ç..&-,' 

The object of this ohIpter is to find what other similar 

expressions involving incomplete Gamma functions c -n be found 

as solutions of Bessel's equation. 

It is shown that 

-*Z 

Tv `Z" (2Ïiz)` `':p ` r(v I) (2) 2 

') Hankel, Math. Ann. I (1969), pp. 491 -495 ; Watson, Theory of 
Bessel Functions, 1922, chap. VII 

') Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. III Oct. 1902, pp. 421 -422 
3) Bulletin de la Soc. Math. de France XXXVI, 1908, pp. 77 -85; 



which is Watson's result, whenkhe real part of 7l > 

We also find a series wit 

solution : 

ositive powers of z as a 

zy e C r(''-'ì ) (2 z) y ,w -. 2 z) 
» =o f-6./ ; = ) s 

J T` 

This can similarly be regarded as obtained from the 

convergent series for 2 e 1,Á inthe same way as (2) is 

obtained from the asymptotic expanstan (1) . 

It is shown th ¡t each of these is a special case of a series 

in positive and negative powers, which is convergent, 

and which can be obtained by changing a Gamma function to 

an incom -fete Gamma function, in a ser'_es which is in 

general divergent 

00 / 
v' z a 

e (2.0 2 Z) 
_ -.00, 

-I- 42 wQ - Z) 

It is further shown that for no azsrlues of a and p can 

there be more than one/solution of the type 

ei C... 
(Q Z) 

of the Bessel equation. 



so that Y Es 

where K is independent of w and s. 

(Now c... ,r - -, / 
o 

can be written as the difference of two series 

o 

and the first of these converges if cw is bounded, and the 
ev 

second is convergent if 22- is absolutely conver -ent. (9) 

Z simpler dis cussir,n of the condit -ons for the 

convergence of GO 

.. to- IN y Oft a- 40-) 
.. a..11. o0 

is : substitute from (6), and rearrange the double series 

solormed : 

c.r 
Cam' Q L - -- ; tom a !) (i w a-.z 

ri 20 r.. -to 

Each of these series is convergent if the first is convergent, 

and thus the necesaary and sufficient condition that the series 

c- Cx 
considered should conver7e is that should converge . 



"/ 
4ro.I 
A finite series 

It is of interest to consider first the case in which the 

series consists of a finite number of terms only ; the 

analysis is simpler than in the general case. 

We shall therefore consider for what values of the 
IN. 

constants a, V, 44,k ,0,Co, C, C1 ,Cot, the 

function F(z) defined as 
n 

z eZ , C ..Cz Y +J", ZÌ 
w =o 

is a solution of the differential equation 

A F.,, dF_KZ,,,v1F =0 
dzz z ;s7.- ? 

(10) 

where n is a positive integer, k is not zero, /`t is not 

zero and not a negitive integer, and otherwise the constants 

may be any complex numbers. 

10Z Substituting in (10) for Y(w-Afrom the sertes 6 ), 

x f 
w e have F z° c- !- C -,, ) z CH.;,-. 

t- p 

the re- arrangement in the order of the powers of z being 

permissible since thB series (6) is absallutely convergent. 

a+,..ft- (b-4)z 
Dente the coeffieient of Z e in F(z) by at 

ak = Z ... r /- +-r)/ + t +- 0 
--=o 

Then 
F(Z) _ 

4' 
e(1.-- 

)z +,..r 
rco t 

`t, 1.`( 4)2. 
Cet +A( e 

atac 
z 

S z t=o 

(12) 

C-& 
= (0)--01a4. -t ln.,+E 2 

r%o 

rrc 

Sub.stitutingfrom equations (13) in equation (11), omitting 

the common factor e2, and equatiTlig coefficients of powers 

of z , we obtain the set of eonditions required : 



¡p z( /a + (t, &l /` . c - / l ) Q t + (0. 4 t--4. 1) (Q + 4 + E +2) 

4 " tt/ + Ca 4-µ4-t- l.Z) q t. z 

= -z,-1,Q,1,2,3 ... 
v1 

(14) 
µ {C 

Substituting for at ,ar., ,QF,= , omitting the common factor 4t , 

this becomes , for t = 0 , 1 , 2, 3, , 

/ 
Cw C~}/'{lb- -K=)/r (,.r,o, tC-+I) 

u 

A ac.,N i ( 2 J v !(- rt 

á -o."t C-+ t-j4-6.. {,., i t---a) 

Multiplying thfoughout by r6,4,144-+3) , we obtain an equation of degree 

n + 2 in t : 

({ 

I 'AI- xiJ ¡ C. rC`` rf/ Ci i j t O('- 4- J+ Lt t Z ... (n +f4 zg 

tz(p-a)(a+/4, +F,. 0 i fcA r(;rC..+ -+c + z) . . . (K+, 
» =o 

(la+,w-l-L +2.)_ _. vsE fc_ r(-sr) ti.fr. t f f3) .. . ..+,. FC-i.4t -Q ( 15) 
144 .p 

Equating to zero the coefficients in (15) we obtain n + 3 

equations, which, together with the two equations (14) for which 

t = -1 and t = -2, form the neces -lary and sufficient set of 

donditions that the function (10) should satisfy the equation (11). 
k*z 

From the coefficient of r we obtain, assuming ce4 O 

1-a)t_ KZ ) Qrt _ d 

[Ca -a) -e- ~ - hs. 

w1 
10.3 And the coefficient of t , 

(16) 

f(a-)`'KJtcoC'(r.)'nzt(x c, 

Co 

t2f.`.-3 Ï(f'`+() 
+ Z Ci ") C { r(f^') Ccs a-f. = ! (N. + 2t. s- 4 c, r.. 14 

rC44) (4ti./41) + Z Ch -4. Zf., C. I({ ; 
which reduees, by (16) to 

(V-194) ` G) -Pc) k f- -i -Ì Zr _4)3 + ?.`á+A.. 0, 
i.e., 
either 

2pk ( 2a + 1 ) = 0 3 

p = 0 , or 2a+ 1 =0 . (17) 



C**fSu.áw. he } b 

10.31 If p = 0 , K- = 0, and hhe equations/(n) have no solution 

in which 4:, 6, , eZ , , are not all zero unless Vz = a' 

and '-hen -6,= ,6,=2/3= =A= = 0, so that if fr=o there is no 

solution in the form of a series such as (10) . We put K = 1, 

so that (10) becomes Bessel's equation, in the modified form for 

a purely imaginary argument. And (17) gives 2a + 1 = O. 

1o.4 To reduce the n + 1 equations obtained by equating to 

zero the coefficients of t, (_ in (15) , put 

(18) 

and let S(r,$) denote the -um of all products of r of the 

numbers , " + s + 1 , , 4 4 + s + 2 , ,u + n + 2 , so that 

Sziksj 
+ 

1 
= S(r, s) - ( M + s + 1).S(r - 1, s + 1) , 

S(O,$) = 1, s = 0, 1, 2, , n + 1. (19) 

x- f 
Then the coefficient in (15) of t is 

_ z ,w{ ,G J (SiL,0.) -iN J(S{ l!t 66, z) _ 
J(0; S 6Z)) 

f2 (a'fL.)\il^-i() 42Z SS4 0 f .6, sCS, ) +' e, s6 -! 3, t... si S rZ)) 

4' 2 - t,c s +z,,) ts( t, 2.) f s6, -. ... *t s(0, s,.3)3 

Qt(V 
+1;-virgos(512)+ 

S(5 -1,3) -A f... 44(o, s4-z) 

.Z&.41)( z. 0+ I, Z) v; sCs-3j 
vx o4-...+ ,S(0, s*3 

(go C5 41, +S(s+1,3)t-e, s(s-4).4_... {+=sCof"3 

5 

Simplifying this by equations (19), we have, for V = 0, 1, 2,, 

(fr -)C).oS(s{,,,) ,. . sCF, z+.--3 

(k-2.0 tso s(s{i i) S(s, Z) --..3 
,.2 ,,;Xe, s,f.1, 

1-) + Q, sYS, 3) ,.. . -3 

4)`-v`3s6,z) A sCs-r, --3 
-fie [k {z) e, s (r,./, t ,. ,.,.) scv, 3) , . . . 3 o 

J. 



The coefficient of is 
+ J .. Zaa.lÇi..,awl>+Per0.., 4ò/ ¡ SCS_r.lw+2) -S-w4l, k- { 1).1 .`.3.+ -,)S(- .,t 

i2. 

-' 2 b r` J & -. _.. + j, .....-1) + Cift l. -I- r. .4_ -. ,,-.) Sc5 - w, ...-÷0 

so that the determinant obtained by eliminating V ! ,..-,, > 

D p 
-?4,.zS(ó 3 - p 

li 

k (¢ -v.) S(0, 4) -4.2SC1, 3) - v 

_ , 

) 
12(6' `i)- 3 STO,. *-2) 

+ ¿(-vsJ S(.-I 3)-Zbs(n,1) .,ZknJ6,+i +o 

from the n + 1 equations (20) is 

v) s(o,1-) '21, 9(0,2) 

sC1, ;) &a-v')s(U,1)-24,s6,L) 

(-v`) M , 2) Ve(1- v9 S'l', 3) -114C2' ) 

which is of degree n + 1 in y3 , so that the Bondit' on that 

the e,uations (20) should have a non -zero solution is that v' 

should have one of the values (z) i) W - - . (i ̀ k) If, 
howvver ii' = (m + *) 2 , where m < n , the solution of (20) 

IS one in which 11,i = 0 , for all j > m + 1 . So that the 

only solution which does not in fact correspond to a lower value 

of n , is 1)2= ( n + g) 2. 

I6,S Solution of (20) now gives 
z ya 

M. 

(y L) , l _ 4 
` 

,e.o 

104, We have now found the values which 

(22 

(2$) 



must have in odder that those of the equations (14) for which 

t = 0, 1, 2, 3, , may be satisfied. The equations (14) 

for t = -1 and t = -2 will give k and,, 

That for t = -2 is (-+r. -I)(Q 

Hence (n iS _ v` = 

A negative integral or zero value fora is not pe±missible, 

and therefore n = ,u - 1. 

Then, from (23) and (18) we have 

M 
ti! 

c 
C,. _ /r(... +-) - C -) (Z) cx -..! et) ° w Cam_ -)r 

It is convenient to put c° = 1 , so that 

C- 
Cf .) l h) - 

10.7 Now the equation (14) for t = -1 is 
6.-0 a. + a, 

and a.° z ( ....)( b)~ .- .. 
f 

( `)( LK fr -+) (..`4f0 
n. a p 

% ¡ .-r 

hJ +i .1, 
Denoting 2.( Ì t'. t-) by 13 ( n 41, ; / (r )h / 
(since 6- ,c5'+5 (:)te /f ( =CZ "1 N Xj +s-'dx 

ir +5 r 
o 0 

_ 1;4I (,_x\ xs-,d o ! 
o 

the incomplete Beta function), 

equation (26) can be written 
1$(11+1 L4; k) 46136-41,/-41, ,) 

Now 22_ 
B(x4 

1/ p j 7C) K-1 
ax 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 



` (j--zä() +-z ) xa)` 

= 

x( 

xy 
1 

) if x- j - since n =/44 - 1 . 

Integrating with respect to x we see that 

ß(t +l, n +I, zb/ 2_15.6t4-1,1,4.-2; ? ) 
zb 

T4/ 
is proportional to (xs-1) , for it is zero when k = 0 , i.e., 

when x = 1. Thus the only non -zero value of k for which 

(27) is satisfied is given by x = -1 , k = 2p, (28) 

16.8 We see, thus that 

Z Z 2 e E (:)(-2z) =o 

and 
; e 

= Y++ I _z 
= 

Z) 
o 

the only i tilts for 
areLsolutionszof the modified Bessel's equation of order n + á , 

and that if the order is not half an odd integer, no solution 

in this finite form is possible 

These series can be written in the reverse order, and 

we have then a series in ascending powers of z : 

-n-- a- Z Z (:)()" 
Z. e *2-2) 

We shell show in the next section that both (29) and (30) 

give convergent series when n is not a positive or negative 

integer, and , in (30), is not half a positive integer, and 

that these xactRicimxx series are solutions of the equation of 

order n + . 



fil 
The genrral form of the series 

11. t We shall now consider the conditions that 
00 

F(Z) = z°` epZ c y(w4-,La g) 

should befaLsálution of the modified Bessel's equation 

d2F AF 
dtt z z a z -( ICLzJ - , 

postponing consid,ration of its convergence to 

Differentiating ( 31 ) , 
..,1.- - y. -/ % 

iG z = z°` e Z ``" CQ - k-) z- r ``1 f ZÌ 

4-1- z`` 
e472 

cw `~ z-M .( ., 2 
4 h= f-I Pr z -- z e x z e - 

(31) 

(32) 

s 

dZ F 4 hz c (Y1-z) (44 
---)Z0. -»-) + 2Ca-~^)b; 

a= «/+, Qrz = z e . z. dz 
4- z -- Q(1,_PO2 ji . A-. -4. (') 

4 ( 
-4-Aa -I + p_ K/ za- eih-t)ZAµ 
-z. / 

and substituting in ( 32) we get : 

.2-: l . .4- cc-,,t .4 zca---->h Nh . ! 0 

tza. tr-1 eCn4) z~ (a._z4,1. {2a Pt) = b. 
(33) 

Substituting for r6Wt/4,YLZ) from the series (6), -, a may re- arrange 

according to powers of z , since that series is absolutely 

convergent. Equation (33) becomes 
Cg Z= Y (20 

(Fzi 
1-1 a 4-h- KIth -4- 0.,4_,,,14_,t -.tf l) 4- elf)(1'`r-4 06. 
Z } 

, ( 34) f °---=_ Zh - = O 
Z : 



omitting the factor z e r. Equating to zero the 
coefficients in (34) of z-' , z z°, z , z2 , , we have 

f(°"-'41-1/1 -4- La. -f 4- = O 
' (35) 

and 

G.. ¡ )` + \ZCà 1 w.>a V 
11l~+f^/C'It 4fraf, wt-/4 

r({..) ca-w)'-vZ ú I'(r+K+ s * 3) 

( 36 ) 
3+2 C."+t z...) h (ht - g ° ('i-+uaS+Z) ('(Mf 

K.kt) 

tSt,,^ 
( 37) 

s=0, 1, 2, 3, , 
Equation (35) reduces to 

11 

,..73 

and (36) to 

0 
(38) 

' c... 
tkiR"--)t--713-t h(z4-I-k2J-Z w zfc-+,{Ì _v v' +t1 

( 39) 

and ( 37) can be written using partial fractions as 
s{\] 

QQ,, ( - v1¡ f / 5.2 z / 
C...e` [ ,..+, .+-o>o. a I ,.+f...i +r +s2 ( S;.Z.)! 

¡ ) +C Rb (.ZQ ' -Z.w)I -- S+1 ? r..+p lra+a4 1 11. -.. z -f- .+t,,.,+s--1-I jCS-4 l3! 

z c. (ps 
getl(r. 

ç s 
. S .4 ( s 3 ) j.. . . 1- L7 h.GC i41 2 

... 
Y+f,c.- 3 -thw5 / S! _ 

I.e, if we wssume, from ( 38), that v- O"a)' 
Qb _tt+"'14 +2G; 1 1 I 

Ktf+{2 2!(s-1)/ J( 

3(2p+24+3)! 
p, 3!(S-/)! 

tZc 0_' j 2.4-4-2p. 4r 1 

jt 14+,44 -t- f eS 4. o)! 
Z(2./4+-Zn I 

w-«. {2 ! S! 

4 EC, (h= , r S. .-rp-r1 Cs -1). +44 i2 2 !(c -2)! 

s- o, ,z,3, .. 

0, (4.0) 

S uweva.vell 
Using equation( 3q), Rnd then subtracting each equation of (40) 

from the succeeding equation, we see that the equations (40) 

are equivalent to 



42 
RR E C.4 2p.-2a+ 3 

c K = O h. i+' -r r.fA+i 

j ? v . .. 1, 2, 3, 

oc 
These equations, with (39) form a set/recurrence formulae 

from which we can determine uniquely the value of ci /Co 

where 
Cl 

= Z r` (4e) 

for j = 1, 2, 3, 

1l Z If in writing (40) we do not make the assumption that 
we still obtain a set of recurrence relations for C1 , 

(44 .-a- 44 1Y v= with +2 itstead of 2L-.í-.2 in the numerator 

of the first term. (The possibility that v' = 

for some j > 0 need not be further considered when we see 

that ZQ +í Jh= C2) ~ Yip- ̀ ``_ i 2 -2) 

is another way of writing z. e 

mig and the value of w has yet to be found.) 

Thus, unless eash C. is hero, (38) gives 

(43) 

(44) 

( 3 Equation (39) can be incl,.zdtd in the set (41) , with j = -1. 

,e have to solve the equations 

.Pt' Cie (2 NI + j +i - , C ON +4,3) t (b'- K') Ç 6; 4) '(), 

where j = -1, 0 , 1, 2, , and Nis writ(-,°n pu + 

It may be verified by substitution that the solution is 

It 



i51P Ft 

Ci = Co ( &J l z N4.:) zw (11042-)t2N {4)h ) 

from which we see that if C = 0, no solution is rossible in 

which C / Ci 
;.-1 

-9- 1 , and Ç O. We shall therefore with-ut 

loss of generality put is = 1. ((46) gives the solution of (45;1 

even when p = O.) 

he coedfieients are the ceeffic'ients in the Hermite 

polynomial, but with positive sign throughout. 

1L5- We shall now aslume that C, tends to zero as j tends 

to infinity, a condition which is satisfied if c. is 

bounded, and tads to zero as tends to ÷00 or to -00 

And as 'ume further that C; /ç1 tends to 1 as j tends to 

infinity, a condition which is satisfied if _Z'- and 

are convergent, and c.--0(--) as *N - 
I) 

We see from (45) that a necessary condition for C¡CC';_, to 

tend to 1 is ka - 2kp + pa - 1 = 0 s 

that is, k = p -6- . 
(47) 

tlC To find the sufficient condition, we consider the ratio of 

the (s + 1)th term in (46) to the sth. This ratio is 

(j- 2s-6- 2)ó-2s4.0 1 

25(214 +2_s) p' 

and the corresponding ratio in the expansion of 

04) 
(I;h) `(LA 

(2Ç-1)2s 1 

Now, given any positive number f we can find r and s , 

)1f p = 0, C = 0, all odd j , so that C. /C._, cannot tend 
to 1 . We she. thus that no solution is poslible with p = 011 



functions of j , such that r < s , r , (s - r)/r -p 
as j -)- Qo , and such that the sum of the terms between 

the rth and the sth in (48) differs from the total 

sum by less than E times that sum, and it is evident 
al*ot.r , 

from the argument that the same functions r and 

s will serve for the series in (46) as for (48).(5.--ce 4 5Ca..424,1 Jeotakwe.. 4 I2..e'. d tf4 L:r. vo- via.) ... s -M = O(,r), Arlo 
Now the ratio of a typical term in (46), that is, in the 

series for Ci /(C. , to the corresponding term in the 

series for C, C is (p /k) [ j /(j - 2s) ] , and the 

corresponding ratio for (48) is j /(j - 2s) 

q ti a 

and 
(1-+ -4-) _4- f -1-4: ) 

1-- f1 t 
4 

so that 

Thus the condition that C704(;, should tend to 1 is 

t 
1-1 ;-1 

04. -0 ) 

If k = p +1 , this condition is (real part of p ) > 0 , 

and if k = p - 1 , (real part of p ) < 0 .) 

q.7 If any function of z is a solution of Besel's 

equation, the same oeluti n of - z is also a solution, 

and we need therefore only discuss values of p with a 

positive real part ; the form of the theorem for a p with 

a negative real part can then be deduced by chancing 
the 

sign of z . For p with positive real part, then, the 

)If the real part of p = 0, the condition cannot be 

satisfied. 



necessary and sufficient condition that Ci/Ci_, should 

tend to 1 as j tends to infinity is k = p + 1 . 

14' Comparing (46) and (48) we see that the ratio of the 

(s + 1)th term is CdCo 

to hhe (s * 1 
)th in (a\ ((1+ s 

is 

and hence 

1. 3. s. 7. - . (2s-1 
(z144.2.)0.11-e4) . (2t4-+2s) 

ti 

Y/ I.3. . S. 7, ..- (2f -1) 
t(i+J l- --(2144 is) 

1.3. s.7. ... .(2s-6 
(2N+z)(ZN44-) . .. (2 N+2s) 

where s can be taken to be the s offl`1-Cor the r of that 

II (o or any number between them. (We may take s such that 

the nth term in (46) or (48) is the greatest, so that 

s j /(p + 1). ) Hence the necessary and sufficient 

condition that C3 should tend to zero as j tends to 

infinity is 

real part of )(A + a = real part of N > - 2, 

tzi We shall now -how that if the numbers c,., are 

such as to satisfy the recurrence relations 

( "{i" - I)(pL -Oc- +(24 -2'.- 3)- h 
m = - , -2, -1, 0, +1, +2, 

then the equation (45) is satisfied, j = -1, 0, 1, 2, 

(co) 



The proof depends on the fact that 
c«, 

ON J 
C "` -- 

sap .K iMe i 
Ao 

`L. C... - "00. 

provided all these 

be written 

c..._. 
A.' +. -1 +j 

c,._ ;__ 

C_, 

series converge, for equations (50) can 

ppi -=-(2a -2« -2-F 3 Pzc- a+2o-t/+2):îC',-;-2 
=0 

and dividing this by ,M m and adding for all values of m 

')ia`- í)c +Op. +2a 1- 4- 3)(41e ;(2 2e -4-1) .g 

} 
010 

4- (a L z c-; -, 
_ 

-cc 
s 2J 

which is equivalent to (45) . Tris analysis h -lds even if 

Zc, diverges, provided that c - 0, and that all Ç converge 

Z. Z It has thus been proved that for any values 

of a and p, if the real part of p is not zero, 

u z° es" "Z c... (4-2) -1" r (._.A., 9-Z) 0-3) 

is a formal solution of Besgel1s differential equation in 

the form 

4-. CIF dx - C14' y?) Zs F =0 

provided that k = p + 1 if the real part of p is positive, 

and k = p - 1 , if the real part of p is negative, that 
a - 

( )r + a)2 =iv 22, and -hat the coefficélentS c the 

recurrence relation Cco) s 

(y ,L4 -- t)(' - i) c,., 4-0.0 
, --+2a -K+2)-Pi c,._z ,a O. 



4°13 
b V IL 

Convergence of the series 
13' ( To discuss the convergence of this series, write 

(50) in the form 

-1((+y +f -Ic_ -- (» -a - .)c.., - = ( 0(6'4 -a- c,,,_, -(+ -24- 2)c,.,, -a ,' 

with the real part of p positive. 
If p 1 this can be written 

\ z ( +,u - IJCw - z Gam. 

Oft -A- iCr_ - -2a-2)C,.,_Z 

?,n. d if e is bounded as m ax, 

and 

64. -+µ - 1) C.y - ( *+ cs - 
164 

' % _ z -i)c.._ ( 

tl - I 

-+- 20 -z) -Z 

so that 

But 

. -1) c,.. - 
r 

~(116% -I-,.-4-z ) 

4 c -- C.-.K- - 
Cµ.-t)c.., -(4'-I-,K-a-i)c..-: 

( 

1(P + 1 ) /(p - 1) 1 > 1 , and hence, as m +a°, 

,u4.4A* i 1 
». 

oo 

The series therefore does not converge if p # 1 , except 

in the ease in which (50) can be satisfied by a sequence 

of values for c in which c,. = O , for all m > my 

Without loss of ,,ene P l I ty we can say ci = 0, all m > 0, 



and the condition can be satisfied if and on'y if 
,u + 2a = 0 , a = - (p. f a) 0- -v 
3- But if p = 1 , equation (50) can be written 

-2 +-. -+ 1) c, _ 2 '` e- 2. e Í) 

from which it is evident that 
if - +a > ; 
while c.... 

Y- t converges if 

converges as 

2 

so that, by , the series determined by (S) converges 

if 1`'Q °l! ,./t- `" + > -' 
The suies determined by (5-4-) is 

-^+ 

w rCN+) l (N-Q . 2z) , () Z G r CN. I { .») Î(.. a Zl 
+.. _ _ ,, 1C 

1414 Q.v N= { a = Y 

.e 



S- 2. 

Unic Tess of the solution 

141 
If there are more than one set of values of c., satisfying 

the conditions for a solution than, by subtracting one such 

set from another we obtain a set of values of a.. such that 

tk, a_ -o 
14 -4-! 

.2e to a 01) 
where i. is /any positive intege: 

We shall show, with certain assumptions as th the convergence 

of the series, that no solution of these equations tg is 

possible exctp t that ?i in which a.. =0 , all m . 

14.7... Consider first the simple case in which the 

sequence a,.. is from 0 to co only and not from --'a to +5° 

and up oa tk t ^ nie-pg s-. Let f(x) represent 

so 

l per/ , which is a continuous function of x , 0 < x ii 1 . 

Equations (SC) are then equivalent to 

J¡ 0 

xA""`" r7(x) dx _ O i _ zero so. any positive integer, 

from which it follows that f(x) is identically Zero, 

0 <x11 ,and therefore that a.. = 0 , all m. 

1 `E-3 1 
Before proving the proposition in 

its gei eral 

form we shall prove a lemma from which we can find 
the value 

/`of the determinant formed by the coefficents 
of any n of 

the a.. in any n of the equations (S(,). It is s 



( i J 

Fr+ G, Pz --(,-÷ 4, 

I ( 

11.4.w, +G, 1Z+4,+4+44 

e 

44,-6-e 

I ( 

rrLa, { P. za,..({G 

N N 
k n P ni 
Trill. (ai+a;t+atsfi-() tTr (L 4 +i+"t2i.._{sl 

s=r J 
r_ _f 

r g o 

r S T.-Q. .) (s7 
L.:. C=1 

The proof is by induction. The proposition is 

clearly true when n = 1 or 2. Assuming it is true for 

n - 1 , if A denotes the determinant of order n , 

s 

A. IT (Q.ZQ, .) 47 _ - (z+a,) (g+ q. +Q, 
s _o 

¡ t Pt 

[ + .4 4. ) 61' c12. (a, 4.43) ..61,.fR3i.it..)4s4,+c.),.(aJ+-++} 

Ga (a4 +Qf) . . . CS, {as . .. s GN) . . . 4, 

N 

(f4,+-V0 i-V,,)(i;4,Fl/... (f.ca,+. gj ) 
61,4.a.) 01, 4- 4, --a3) ...(a,+4,. ... 4A). 

+4a 

. Q3(4)4. 44)... (Q=t...4-Q0 ag. (4%440._.(4+>..... 

t n 

`)// r f% ¡' ,1 £afQr) rC rtf . ht 

4^' / `k /- 4 x ¡ i Vi> . 1 ' . ' áw (4 tßs) .. . G a 4 C . 4 

2443)- .lc 
_. c 

!! V \ ¡ 4Xr31. 4JO-) ,fj3A4.04 ).. (Xlsi...-L,,>... ... 

This is a polynomial of degree 2n in k , and when 

J 

L 



O, - Q. , -- CQ,+cYl 

this has the value 

CQ,Qx+---?-4h\ 

Tr 
ET, 

\ 1 (j 0.vya~+' ' +sJ. ' v ^ tt r=s 

but , n- 
(fi . ! Q is symmetrical 

dssp 

in a and b, and it must therefore have the same value 

when k = -b, , -fb,+ be.) , , -(b,+ bz+ + IL) , 

and thus, provided these 2n+ 1 values are all different, 

the proposition is proved for all values of k . The 

expression ( ) is mtxda a polynomial of degree not greater 

than n in any one of the b's , which has the value ( ) 

for all except a finite number of values for the b , and 

it is therefore true for all values of that b pi /, and 

similarly of each of the other b's. 

The lemma is thus proved. 

Ft. 3Z A corwllary obtained by putting all the a t s and 

b1s equal to 1 is : 

I 1 pp_ ¡¡ 

1 
i 9.1 R4Z 1't-f1 

( 1 
I 1 

k41 QC-t 2 k4 Rr+K-+1 

1 1 1 

9z.44. 13 li44. .( 4 ,.. -4. 2 

l 

9e 4K ßz4g..+1 12..x41. 11.+2 
I 1 

6-0 



where II denotes the product of all the Ìòmxk elements 
in the determinant. The other factor is s- 

fs! i! s4!)1. (ft .2N 

the square of a Barnes's G- function. 

The minor of the element in the (r + 1)th row 

and the (s + 1)th column inIthe last determinant, aan# be 

found from the lemma, from a determinant of order n + 1 , 

putting 

. 

Let As denote the required minor (without reggrd to sign), 

and let TT,f denote the product of all its eletaits . Then 

a, = a, = ... = a,, = 1, ar = 2, a.-,. = ... = a.. = 1, 

b, = b, = ... = bs = 1, bs = 2, bs *, = ... = b = 1 

0 rs 
Trrs 

and 

` : 
Cr¡(s)(,..(k-21!...3!Z/ jl/ 

A rs f s L » 3! (14 5)1 IT 

M N 

1104r4.0lÎ04-s+ i) .p =u 
.1= 

gr! lK-r)/ SI (n- (P¿tri s) 

144- Now the equations (s) can be written 

Q 
= 

Q a a a 
r. P; / .r . . . .. - -4. ° + - -+- c Eo tQ 

-_.E:L- .., -e + a- ̀ a. _ . . -Q-- = 
AA-2 t Z. 

4 ,' A. -+ / .Gc-.1 1 

--Q I a, O: 

where e denotes - ;: - r ,..,e., ,..,e., 

Taking n + 1 of these equations, with n = 14-1 , 

all the a1 s except a, : 

eliminate 



The argument of *1`4.Zshows that for any fixed 1 , 

if all the E,s tend to zero as h tends to infinity, then 

ae tends to yo zero. That is to say, if, given 1 and 

h, such that E, < F all r , all n 

function of 6, f(E ) such that 

as E tends to zero, and such that 

look f (c ) Now /the expression for ®e given by N',4(0) 

is a function of thich the modulus decreases as 1 increses 

gtenC we can find 

then there exista a 

f( E ) tends to zero 

if the real part of + r > 0 , as it is for all except 

a finite number of terms. 'P hItepip-irferal , L 

o 

And instead of taking the first n + 1 equations of (51) 

we can take those from the jth to the j + nth , where 

j is sufficiently large for tie real part of A' + j 

to be positive. If ,u is written far /i4 + j , (fin) will 

still represent the equations to be 
,eei 

cr 
Now we assume that 44 converges uni£dirmlyl as it will 

if Z converges, and hence given any E we can find to 

and h, such that for all 1 > 1, and h > hp, all the 

E, s are less than E . The argument above then shows that 

for 1 = 1, and h > h, the value given by (CO) for a, 

will be less than f(E) ,and hence also for i > 1, and 

h > b , 4 < f(E ) . gut f(E ) can be made as 

small as we like by making E sufficiently small. And 

therefore o = O . 

applied to 

The argument can of course 
be 

for any finite r , replacing /111 by * ?` 
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We see then that 'if all the series 
. 

..., 4 i converge 

as they must if a series Z c.. y(ì ' >'J)is to converge, 

therm and if ' j = 0 , all j , then all the c's are 0 . 

It follows then that for given a and p there is not 

more than one sequence of values of c. which will make 

e F ". c « ([ 4 
0 (` 1 fL) 

a convergent series, and a solution of the Bessel equatio 

Bf 

1 



 (5 
The corresponding dress ions with (complete) Gamma functions 

It can readilly be shown that the expression (55) 

remains a formal solution ofthe modidied Bessel equation 

whenthe incomplete Gamma functions are replaced by the 

corresponding Gamma functions. For if in equation (31) 

r (m ) is put for Y (m + r , kz) , thenequation (33) 

becomes 

- 
Z 
b- +h`-r-= 

Z =o 
(60 

and putting cw = cw . r (m + , ) , this is 

( 
a 

(VA ) -a e w _ 
Cl.. -1-4-1) -- .iz Z f(e - ». Z) - v -- O 

whb h agrees exactly with (50) , showing that if 

cry 

is a formal solution of the equation then 

C,W a ; rwa -F) 
-CO 

will also be a formal solution. The series (63) wil 

diverge as m -" and will only give a convergent series 

when a = T and the series does not extend to -4.00. 

Though this result is not lacking in interest, it is 
the 

case in which p2 = 1 that is mostli mportant, and we see 

thus that if Oa 

Za e C w Zw 
-oo 

is a formal solution of the equation, 
then 

e5. 



0. 
I MI, 

..y_ a z-J 
z" e= -.0 

is also a solution and is a convergent series, which (69 
is not unless a differs from v by a whole number. 

eF. 



ßl(0 
Expression of the series found in terms of Iv(z) 

Substituting in the series (5ö) for )r (m + N - a, ; 2z) 

from the series (6), we can re- arrange in powers of z since 

the series are absolutely convergent. The principal pe=rt 

in the neighbourhood of z = 0 is 

-°` N{ r(Ni) C-) 
2-) z 

while the -, rincipal part of Iy(z) is also of the order of 2L 

o t T(D-6% (-2..2") (_Q,..\ 
Comparison -hows that rY Z) = co-A% e 22) 

and inorder to find he constant we must find the value of 
(-1)- r (N- d) 

{ w. 

7 Equation (46) which gives Ç _Z f,. in terms of 

":., reduces when p = 1 to 

20/4j 

and if Co is chosen to be equal to B(N + 2f N + Z) , this 

gives exibustxxxxtTxnxx13 , 

and thus for any a and for all 

r (cv+.) 

Na _pv r(w_4 
r(N+0. 4 "w` 

j 

I. -IC B (N+;.i L, N+i) 
+;l W-0-4 r+. -+J 

wLeA e -Ckl Le a V</ia - N w ar .k . erh 
, 

ee 

l 



G 
If a = - , the expression (GS) becomes 

N;ZI ,. -a ; -4 N.. 

and the argument of flaishows that this is 

, 

and this in this instance W= I . 

The determination of 1K in general, remains to 

be completed. 

Conclusion 

We have seen that the expres (,ion derived from 

the well- known asymptotic expansion for ly%) is a special 

case pf anA expansion in positive and negative powers of 

z with incomplete Gamma functions rep &acing the Gamma 

fnnctions, giving a corn ergent in place of a divergent serien 

if the real hart of V > -? . Varcbous other results have 

71 
been found ; one interesting theorem discovered incidenty 

giving the evaluation of a determinant, which in the spectial 

case when each row and each c ̂ l'imn form a hrmonic progress- 

-ion gives a form in Barnesis G- functions. 
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c Lam_ 

TIMID? TWO -VARIATE DISTRIBUTIONS OF DIFFERENT TYPES IN 

THE TWO VARIATES 

IAA TWO -VARIATE DISTEffiBUTION , OF NORMAL TYPE 

c 

IN ONE VARIATE Ç AND GAMMA TYPE IN THE OTHER 

In order to consider a distribution Normal 

in one variate, and Gamma type in the other, we will 

take variates X and y with a normal correlated 

distribution, and then find the moment generating function 

for the distribution of y and the variance of X. 

Put x= 2 X2 , d X dAA x dK Ot 

ei)LX, ) dXd.a !T e,,4, ( xi X)(As 
P 

P 
' 0 ) 

2x .- P J < r t et-,,G, 
x,`J)dY ; s e{ `x(1-PL x 

x A 
(Z) 

+ a similar expression with the opposite sign 

for f', since - X , y and + X , y give the same pair of 

values for x and y. Thus the required moment 

generating function is 

Q( l - -- 
17-f° i I _P2 .-.l -P -on 

s. L. (P) . 



P / // A1 f L - i Y -i3l 
e¡¡`, 

[ FJzM f (30-Q1Z .r j ct43 

z ` , A 

P z ßP ) Pl, 

so iiwr 

Ci(aç = e 
.J;is 

I f- 

MN. 

x_-lets-4111 
CI -a(1-e`)1 - P2x - ei (1-P')fzu dsc -P' 

4 - S . ) f. 

ñiCI - P'k`-Pf3(I /ski -et) 
zc-Pt) 

' ex' `} Z2Ci; ) a-: 

which of course reduces to (1 -Q4) ;e ! (3i f) = o L v+h en 

By the general theorem offal it follows that the 

moment generating function for the dttribution of x and y , 

if 2x =X +X! + Xa+ +Xñ; y =y, + y2 +y3 + +y 
(X, , y, ) , (X, , y ) , , (X, , y ) being sample pairs from a 

normal population, is e)) { L'I-) 

or, if with a chagge of scale for y , 

CI -ozs 
a 

e-x+ {i ßt +1` ás1 

which can be expanded as a/ series : 

/2 



) + s 
11 fi = d (3i P ¡Ar ß is P6 Ìl`3 

+ l. f) -oc e : P 
1-oc 2t z! l' -a Z. 3! 1-a 

from which it is clear that the frequency function for x 

and y can be expressed with a series linear in Hermite 

polynomials, and he approprit.te Laguerre polynomials : 

,xpl e I 
-+. 

r(h) 
L, (x a r A -+ I f ()L2(z,,)ra) 

1-h*) lrt) 

Hermite polynomials of even degree only occur%d : it was 

evident from the way the distribution arose that for any given 

x , y must be an even function. 

of x on y is the parabola 

x = 1 - ?P=N2C) 

1 

The curve of regression 

C-Ovwe--41C---c-e 

çI 
cri Ite 

S5 Z `'._. q 
1 

C7) fiyeterL.yN 



II) A TWO- VARIATE DISTRIBUTION WITH TWO DIFFERENT 
GAMF4TYPE DISTRIBUTIONS 

We can now deduce an expression for a frequency 

function for two variates, each of which has a Gamma -type 

distribution, but, unlike that discus,ed in , with 

different indexes for the two variates. 

We have seen that the moment generating function 

for two variates x and y of which x is the mean 

variance of X,, X2, Xi, X,, and y is the mean of 

y, , y2 , y, , y_ , and X, , y, ; X, , yy g etc., are 

sample pairs from a normally correlated populstion, is 

\_x_ sa-) 
i7 C-oe);enißi(1j a- C1 - 1 e.zhfi3`(1+at t 1-c)J c ` [ ¿ 1- o< 1 

and the second factor in this expression is the m.g.f. for 

* X2 and y , and we know that if we change the variates 

to 2 X2 and 2 y2 , this moment generating function will 

becomà 
{(1- )(1-ß) Pl (9) 

Hence, by theorem it follows that with the same 

transformation (S) will become 

(1-pc. z .d)(.- - ocÍ3P` 

In other words, for two variates of which one is the mean 

variance(in a sample of n ) of one of two normslly- 

-correlated variates, and the other is the variance of 

the mean of the second, the moment generating function is 

x -_ 

(- o'- ) ia- ß)2{ -P` G- -s) I (l1) 

We can now take a further step, and con96der the 



mean of m such samples, so that the m.g.f. becomes 

--O!` - /2 ì 

( 
7 fi-t i oC t G- asCl-ß) 

We see thatLJthe general form 

M a o(/3 
(i -a) (1-iv -P -a)0-/3J 

IbiGe 
is/the moment generating function for a pair of variates 

x and y , the frequency functions 

di 60 xe-!'(íti) and C) - N-1 e~yf`cN) 

respectively. Since the expression (13) can be 

expanded : 

sm R P(p1)( d (3( 

I -/3) + P P ,_0 i! l j -a i -/3 

it follows th-t the frequency function can be expanded 

o ,) 

Oa) 

q()( PtL..6611)L.,(y,40,-PCr P`f-L,.(Y, ti) L24,N) __ , 
MCM +0 N(N+ 

4- 
i) 

The convergence of this series if IfI < 0 follows exactly 

as in X18.1 . But the line of regression given by Os-) is 

y = N - P p2 + p P2x /M , which gives negative values for 

y for some value: of x if P p 2 > N . Since the 

distribution is only over positive values, both of y ad 
of x , this indicates that if P pa > N , or similarly 

if P f 2 > N, the function represented by (IV) has 

negative values for some positive values of x and 

hence cannot then be a frequency function. 



DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS IN ANY NUMBER OF V=RIATES 

EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 

(41'0 Distribution functions in two variates have 

been expressed by means of series bilinear in the 

appropriate orthogonal polynomials, in the case of the 

Normal Distribution, by Mehler, 1866, of vari -us 

discontinuous distributions by Aitken and Gonin, and 

Campbell, and of a dis tribut nn in which each of the 

two variates has Gamma -tyre distribution in chapter II 

of this thesis. 

The use of moment generating functions gives 

a convenient method of deriving the analagous expressions, 

when there are n variates instead of two. 

The normal distribution 

H I The moment generating function of a normal 

distribution in x,, xZ , x , x, , the unit for 

each variate being chosen to be the corresonding 

dtandard deviation, is 

Firct (ac; + o(z -4- - -+ 4C 4- Z P or, olZ -+- - - - ) (1) 



Exp (ot,Q + oc2 + + agi) is the moment generating 

function of of (x,) . 4)(x2) . . 4)(xw) where cQ(x) denotes 

zexp( -*x2) ; and ce, 'cc? ... . pC `exp *( Qc2 + a2 + + oth ) 

As the motjient generating funct-ion of 

( -D, ) ( -DL i ( -D; ) : ( -D,. ) k 4 4 ) ( x, ) x2 ) cp ( x,L) J , 

where D4 denotes dx s that is, of 

H& (x, )Hiii(ä7. ) . . (x). ) cP(x, ) 4)(xL ) 
. . . 4)(x .. ) 

The moment gen era ting function ( 1) can be writt en 

2 

[IOC, } as + . . . «h)) 
C 

I z P. , d Z, (. P d; «) ., . . . 
J 

where Z Ad fi denotes summation over all values of the 

suffixes i , j from 1 to n , excluding i = j , and 

this is clearly the moment generating function of the 

distribttion function represented by the series 

4)(v4)4(-7c0.-.4)(1-..)E1 + E P; H, (x,) H, (xi) 

+¡LI H,. 14. (xi) PI.0 Ei(.x:)x,)H(xe) IMPS (2 

+ (T 11,00 441, ) . } - 
if this series is convergent, c,- 114:4, n U4'14 "4"5-2 

The terms in the series which do not involve the 

Hermite polynomials in x, (or, we may say, the terms in 

H0(x1) , are 



giOC, 
) l . Z. Pi D. D í + 

L (E1 j D . 13) + . c9(xy) dlxs) ce(x..) 

(3 

where E1 denotes a s ummation from which i = 1 and 

are excluded 

j= 

The terms in H, (x, ) are 
z 

O4-) 

Similarly the terms in H, (x,) are 

i, i cx)(,- P ,)i ti + z' P ;p. , C' P, D )i _1 

and those in HM( x, ) s 

1 4( 
_' p. b. D ,. JQ()cXii)..Q(»i 

x, 
t: .) + Z P. D. D z ! ./ 

From (3) and (4) we see that the regression 

equation of x, on x; , x , , x , is 

D. l é P Df ' 470,,) ,VNA) - - cP(x..) 

-z '`' j e (x:)(3/ 
We can show by induction tat this is equivalent to the usual 

equation 

XI = x2 Ii.39....K xZ C3.24..v 
. . . . - , I;., . 13. .. (h -1) 

and show that for any given values of x,, xj ... x,, , the 



distribution of x is normal, with standard deviation 
71 



The 1Type III' distribution 

Vi.Z,t We shall first consider the distribution of the 

variances of n variates which have a normal distribution. 

Let y, y, , y,, have the distribution function 
4) i . ) , ' elf 

zR 

and put 

Let 

1 2 
= . . . 

9 
xM = a.Y 2 

i(x,, x :, 
=E (y, , Y: I ' } , S )dY, d71 dy. 

where the sign 2 indicates a summation over all the 2 

sets of values of *7, , - y2 , , f y., . 

The moment generating function for the x distribution 

is rr...r x . . e x. or` + +d~ 
L 

0 
alt.. d dx.. 

0 

. clyys,.., 
-00 ..QO -00 

i 
E -0'R)y%+ -áRyt +.. a.2ly.yt+ dy.d1 

ao -co 

x.r,j; ++01.3: t ..+a-y` 
43, ..dy 

where R denotes I P e 3 

Pt i P3 P2 

P.. 
p 3 ... I 

and this is R ; ~(Q,R5 

where RI denotes 

and R;1 the co- factoi 

of Pi in R. 



R : 
Ra 'R23 

R, z.. 

In R1 the coefficient of 

_Oc 

ot, olz . . . ot is 

-P`&.t,Pr<Z ' 

.z, t . 

14+i, . 

Pi. P3 Pf4 

P, . . . P 

P, 
P* ...I 

NN -~M ' 

so that the required moment generating function 

can be expressed as 

[i -17.6e, + Z- Qc, al 1 PL 

P,L i 

_ Z.. al, o[: 6e, 1 C. C; 

9L i P.s 

Pj P, i 

where the Z sign denotes s summation over all sets of 

1, 2, 3, , suffixes chosen from 1, 2, 3, 

The coefficient of a(, 04 . a$ 
lM 

64' R{ -- P +ZZ eAj - Z.(2 P,xPz,P,3P, 
L P, --P44- 

2 P1 os P=w P. 

= L 7 

+2P,.P43iP, -F, P3: C2, 

.C3) 

(c ) 



We see thus that the terms independent of the 

are 

74- z 

PinLJ...(b)) 
N 

1 -- o(. +- o(.at[s - Z d, d t d 3 F . . .1..(. 01,0(i . . . at,. 

= ( - . . ) ú - e ) . - 

the coefficient of 
er04P= is 

h-f 
-- J +T cc, - d1 c + - +- ) ala, . . _ - 0- Nr,) (1 - a,4) 

the coeffi ci ent of a(, a=or3 . 2 P= P3 P, is 

and similarly for the terms of higher degrees in the P 
So that the expression (5) can be written 

(0) 

(7) 

[(_o)Ú_cít)... ) {- °°` P.` ' 2'°4°1' 
S 

3 
ci--000-do )(-[) (I-a)(1-a( l- Z 

(a) 

The terms ill the bracket can be arranged : 

1 P, 0-000-01) '3 -04 )( d3) 

1 

a,ar, 
P3 (( -az,) ( I - aJs) 

C..Alrj -a)(1-) 
so that (8) can be more compactly, though possibly less 

conveniently be) writi; en 
-- 

- o( Pi 'i " h. 

I -L 
P; PZ, 

t 

(9) 
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- .41 (x.) i b L.CXi)Lr CaCS>,/Z 

1,= 
.. Lr ̀ xrLrC2Lr 

1 = 
h 

3 3 2. P2CzPs, 

,,. 1,6, * 0 
z 

L= C,) [.,CxJ P,` L. (x,) , (xjL,(k5), , 

h(h+)h(nt) 
((P: +PP4 P31 

h ) 

L_ (z )C, C=)L, (x}) 
+ 2. hCaf j) i; P,= '3 

t } - 

where (x) denotes 72'-'e-71-(1,) and L4(x) = Lfi(x,p) . 

We can write this more simply by using a symbolic operator 

DS , defined by Ká 

V: `Q Cxs), _ (-á ,/frx& 6ed, 

& 
. (á t 4Z -0 DS 4)C'rs) = L4 (, a)4)0:), 

or 1,0)*),_ -; D &x D, is to operate only on functions 

of x, and not on functions of any others of the x,, x,, . 
Vsing such operktors we gee, from (8) , that (11) is equivalent 

to f E 2f,=1.TIa2 

or, from (9), to 
-a 

Ds" e. 
e,j 

Pi 
D}' PT P.. 

P P., 

_, 

p;* ...., 

- } T(x) cp(x.) 
(12) 

~ 
a 

A) 604)(y.) . . . ce tx~), 

in which, in expanding the power of the determinafit, by the 

binomial theorem, the diagonal term is to be taken as the 

dominant term, so that terms in negative powers of any of the 

D will not occur in the series. 

The convergence of this series is discussed below, 

lq4i- 
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From the last expves ston fa? the frequency function 

we can readily find the terms in L0(x,), L,(x,), . 
Denote the determinant in that expression by ß and put it 

D, D, + R , where R is independant of 13,1 . Then the 

expre sion (13) becomes (r, D,- - -1"..)a {D,ß.; R} 4(x.)cp(,)--- 

_ (D.D =--.v) -1' ;- hDr'v,a -k - - -)4 (x +)cP(x =) - -- cP(x.., 

from which it is evident that the term independant of D. is 

4)(Y.)(D-Dz .--D4baP(x,.) 

and that in D, is 

-a L, (x,, (-v.) (D,.-Da D ,a- 
R c ) )(X3) cx-), 

and that in D, 
w 

is 

-h- 
(x) CD= D3 - .. .,) 0, (x_) (x) . . - Oc..) 

J 

This can be put in a form closely resembling that in 

by noting that 

R 

P3 

P;4 

P3y, 

in which the principal term is 

P. D_ 
:>z 

1)12 

Pi3 :./ P., 



The Multiple Binomial Distribution 

Ot -3 For the double binomial distribution discussed in 

Aitken and Gonin's paper, the factorial moment generating 

function is (I 3 + aci3) (7) 

where p is the probability of A P of B 
101, of A add B together. 

For a multtple binomial distribution, obtained by selection 
x 

from a 2 -fold table, put 

p, the probability of A, 

P2 of AZ 
etc., 

p ,1 of A, Az 
etc., 

1312.,,. of A, Az A,. 

The factorial moment generating function is then 

p ¡ , (' + + 1 a t - . + i ai + h/2 3 « asaj f . .. 040(2 

(2') 
Put d,x = P,2 - P, P: , etc., 

d,23 = P, :, - P, Ps P7 , etc 
etc., 

so that each d indicates the excess of the corresponding 

p over what its value would be in the absence of any 

correlation. The expression (2) is then 

((.) LL). .(14p,.,a..) +á,i., -d,szaaj* }. (3) 

Now put d,23 = d, 3 - d,2p; - dr3Ps - , etc., 

d,0, = d,z34 - d,2P,Po - d41311,- 
d pps - d,JPP4 - d,,i p, - dpp ' 

etc., 

so that each d' indicates the excess of the corresponding 

p over what its value would be in the absence of any 

special correlation for that particular set of variates, 
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over and above the correlations between the various xebummtu 

pairs oft variates involved in that set. Then (3) is 

{(1+ r,..e1)li+ ; ocL/ -- z d,L04,0(= (i+1,z0es)ci-4YaQ. .- 

+ ci ,/x2 ct, oeL cie3 d 23sc c'e, a2 °IJ °44 f - 

Now put d/44. = da;, - 

/1/ /i 
= (141,,t34,5 - C2sK pr . , etc., 

d234,p, , etc., 

so that will wial indicate the excess of p, over the value 
which might be expected by considering the correlations, not 

only between all paths of variates in the set of n 

variates, but between all posy ~ible sub -sets of variates. 

Then (4) becomes 

4 a, 000+1L00 . . 

a, . 

t' !_ (Ìta.°e)(1 { K a . ) 'z3 

Ss 

a, °_ °{ 
14-11,,dl a.°)(f 1-°1T). 

.1 ¡ 
y ) 

The terminaténg series here given has (14,0eS(1. ) as a 

factor in each term, with some r < n , and it is, therefore, 

the factorial moment generating function of a function, which, 

divided by cp(x,) = 
CX/) 

a,(J- 0V*' gives a funct tors linear 

in Ci 6r.), r, (x.), ... 60; 

and, pf course, linear also in c9(r;)S, (x) rXK2 x; . -0490q..6) - 
i = 2, 3, ... ,m. 

This is, in important ways, morigeneral than the 

functional form found in the previous section, For 

here, not only can we take a different value of p for each 

variite, but, further, the nature of the correlation 
is not 



Convergence of the multivariate Laguerre series 

Icl 4e The series to be discussed is 

w+ 

tl-T ' D,, 4-77- P, P, P3 D& , ( 

where 
r 

= x p- - 

8I 

¡ l l l *1 / L) . . . xti J 

0 ) 

ana D is an operator on functions of xs such that 
r (¡ 

a t 4(x> _ 1,0(3 x)404) where L. is the Laguerre polynomial, 
(0..e -0 

The coefficient of (4+1 D, D, D& is 

® P,1 

Ty ® Pl, 

. . _ 

P Pt 3 
We shall consider a more general series in which the parameters 

p in the functions c are not all the same : 

4 (-c) _ e_s /r(t') 1"; -10, S> _ L, hs) txs)- 

CZ) 

The two -variable series has been seen to be convergent 

(§5-2. ) using a theorem of Rule's which will be used here 

also. (The argument of S -2wi11 clearly apply even if 

we take different p's in the two funct ; ons cp(x) and cp (y)) . 

The series (1) can be written 

B T if T denotes 
0.0 

k 

h(h+) (r'+- ) fzi=:: ,DD, -F z P P,3 P; 4- c- -IJ (x.)4P(x) 

Now put 

L (-c ) h) 
x k -Y 

Y! ¡-(h x ; 

C"- r) 
' - } (3) 



cf (ics) ¡¡ `- s) _ L(c , s ) w l, Xr ) 

= 1' (1,4- - - - 0 4 - 
ttPLD,A--TzP;P0,.D=ít (j j 4 

' 

- cQ(le)4(xs) 
Then 

h+_ PZ 5; -x 2P.P.sP,`8s`, + - 1:4- P- 

We shall show that as k tends to infinity, 

and hence that .----)3gc is absolutely convergent %% if 
R is a positive definite matrix, as it always will be 

when the series gives a frequency function for variates 
between which e;, , e.3 - indicate the corvelations. 

It is evident from the definition (3) that 

r -fir -- 
g.. -7 and hence -- c E all Pb ; 
If there are different parameters p , there may be n 

differant values of r, . We take the largest of them. 

Le t _ -* + 1$ - 
where 7&, consists of all% those terms in the expansion 

of in which eacliof the 9D, is raised to a power > r, 

, of those terms in which ; is raised to a power < r, 

X, of those terms in which but not is raised to 
a power < r, , 

and so on. 

Then J90,..cónsists of the first , terms of 



I>(i'}0 - 1) 
. -- 

-gYPT53,..1) -zP3PsP== +. 1.o,P= Sd 2P1P,=PnS3t- 
; 

- WOO ce(,L). .. ce (x..), 

where ' now denotes a summation over all 

permutations of the suffixes 2 , 3 , 4 , , n. 

The coefficient of PO"' " f'+- -i) 1)1 
q7 00 

in thi expansion is 

-s ()fr_e3 tPl;Pa.e -e- 

. cp(xs) ... c190,..) 

If we assume for n - 1 the propodtion we have to prove 

for n , we have 

1-114 
as -3 ao 

fr-s; l Cs_ 1-I +2 ' I 

Waere 1Rit denotes 

O e1s 

P,4 

r, -1 

Now 1_ XC _ C and since -, has just been 
o s ) o S faC,_, 

shown to tend to a finite limit as k -4'40, it follows 

-that -6t IQ 
-11,o . Similarly ;_ -4,01 and so on. 

la lk t i Therefore Ne - But /r$_,,o 2 

(4_. - CD, which was required to be proved. 

/ A-) 



And, more generally, 

f 4. /). a -!- -1- Q.=... MDi t - .. 

"-- q, 412. -4- - 
. . + Q.: . .. « 

From Hille s result, given any interval 0 ç x 

f cos[I tx 

except for those values of r for which 

those for which 

1-4 

I24 Ira -IT)_2w}V.E1< 

I i 

C6' 

where m is any integer. 1( is an arbitrary positive 

constant. Given m , let r; and rr be the exteeme 

values for which the inequality is satisfied. That is, 

1 I 
z K 

2'45" Jx (-`yy Crí -Tyr Cr: 
, 

-4-e) 



Thus, corresponding to each m $ìe number of terms for 

which the inequality (6) holds is 0(rß) = 0(m1). 

That is, given E we can find r,, such that 

L,, 

* c, z -1T(11-40) 
- 0 < b < x < a 

c-S 

for all r > r,, except for aertain values tf r = 0(m2), 

corresponding to each positive integer m , the number of 
A 

them for any one value of m being 0(m1) . For those 

critical values of r -r 6c, b% - Cif 

, 

ow, 
x - ( b 

L,, , 0 I - 
á an Cz.Jr I rri 

-46 
) 

0 (y 
-4 

L, xa) cas C 2,Í x - IT - 4J 

r- - n0-4 .; 00-1 

except for those values of r for which 

or 

. 

173-- Cz N ?( p )) - 
G Ar;".. 

w 

Clearly the values of r which satisfy this inequality 

form a set of the same order asjthose which satisfy the 

inequality (6), so that 

DL4Q 
L 

-1 E for all r > r except for a number of 

values of r of the order of pit in the neighbourhood 

of t= for every positive integral value of m 



We shall now prove that 

tEoe.D. 
-e qi T, ): 

T$ 

, q. i - 4'12- a eS (=Az> 

of which (5) was an indication. 

It has been shown that given any positive E we can find 

ro such that 1), (L. between (1 f e)L.,íx,)&(x,) 

for all r > ro , except for the critical values of 

found above. The terms in lie expansion of T& for 

wh &h r < ro can be dealt with as in § and the terms 

for which 
r _ R are of lower order than 

4a 

neighbouring terns, and thr ratio of their number io the 

total number of terms in Tc tends to zero as k tends 

to infinity, fo that if T6; denotes TT with all such 

terns omitted, TT /Tg 1 as k ,A) and 

a, D, - Q b.s - - - + a. . . D2 - - - 10.3"-< 
I (çq, D, + E g D"D -.. - - - q, D, D,_ 

- - ) ;a 
' 

Hence the proposition is proved, and it follows that 

T; 
R 

amd that ZIT I I is convergent, and ETs is convergent, 

which was required to be proved. It does not follow 

that the series obtained by taking seperately each term 

in TQ is absolutely convergent. 
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DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 

ZV I In seeking for the form of a two -variate 

distribution analdgous to any of Pearsonls types in one 

variate, it is natural to enquire what will correspond to 

the differential equation which distributions of those 

types all satisfy 

° (/ 1 _ X Cx 4-) v x T 1 
X - A O 

which reduces to the form 

ßz X (9 -4- , - a- v 

in the special case of type III, and to 

(1) 

(3 ) 

in the most special case of the Jammu normal distribution, 

The use of curves of Pearson's types has generally 

been justified on the ground that equation ( 1) is more or 
differential 

less the simplestLequ :tion to express the fccts that the 

curve in gerral touches the axis at the extremities of the 

range, and that it has not more than one maximum. 



The use of them can however be justified on grounds which 

are perhaps more general, which at least give good reason 

for having a quadratic and not a cubic' function of x in 

the equatiòn. For tite differential equation can be 

taken as the analogue of the difference equation satisfied 

by the hypergeometric distribution, and the special 

importance of type III lies, from this point of view in the 

fact that its differential equation is analagous to the 

difference equation of the binomial distribution, of which 

the frequency generating function is (p + qt). 

The difference equation is 

á (z + O A (x) = ih -x - (x 1)} c.V (-,c) c4j 

Ç. (x + cpbc {t) _ C.n -x) Cx) 

and that for the hypergeometric distribution is ft:eni4) ; (s) 
tbc y-1)` +CNq,-..)(x+ I)) tcQCc) { (N+z)c NCI,- -co a-n-I(x l T, 
Lx+1)(xtl+Nq-k0 

Lw-C-N-1=143 cf (x + -f - v%)x + Wh ..)cf tx) = o ; 

and if in this we replace the difference by a derivative, 

it clearly becomes equivalent to ( 1 ) . 

This is not a limiting process. Either of the 

equations (4) and (S) tends to the form ( 3 ) as 

n tends to infinity. That is to say, if the number in 

a sample from a binomial or hypergeometric distribution 

tends to infinity, the continuous distribution to which 

the distribution tends is always a normal distribution. 



The proceedure of replacing a dif erence by a derivative ier 

not that of finding the continuous distribution to which a 

discontinuous one tends, but of finding a continuous function 

to represent a distribution actually discontinuous. 

This seems to be a reasonable procehtdure for 

finding a curve to represent many naturally- occurring 

distributions. It is well known that if observed 

deviations are due to a very large number of very 3ma11 nearly 

independant elementary deviations, the resulting distribution 

will be nearly normal. In any actual instance, however, 

though there may be an infinite number of possible sources of 

deviations of infinitesimal amount, there are generally a 

measurable number of sources of deviation of appreciable 

amount. If the deviations from such sources could take only 

two possible values, the same for each of them, and had the 

same probabilities for each, then the observed distribution of 

deviatio s would be a binomial one. Actually, of course, 

there is very rarely any such regularity, and the observed 

distribution is a continuous one. But it is reasonable to 

suppose in these circumstancesthat it will resemble the 

binomial distribution, or, if the deviations are in some way 

extracted from a not -inexhaustible store, the hypergeometrie. 

This resemblence is expressed by the analogy between the 

dif.feraace equation (y ) and the differential equation (1 ). 

Lc-) .2, We approach the two -variate problem, then, 

by considering the 0,1* two -variate analogue of the binomial 

and hypergeomettic distributions, which has been discussed by 



Aitken and Gonin. For the double -binomial distribution 

discussed in their paper there exists the recurrence relation : 

0 
p 
-- cQ(x +1,n) + aC - -4- (X -n + `' p-o l o Cpx, 

poo p.. 

__. (n - 
poo 

which can be written 
S-42- 

i á+a 0X+)-01-4-1) p ̀f a, _ 
a°Oo )(x*Ï)+nZ)p ° 

poo 

m(.._ 1) - op -(-aa .° 

c6)! 

wc,+e a ..d s Z de.-oW c e....141,1 

átsi, - (x- 

= i 

4 _ 449(x+ i) - zvk) 4-ce(x-q 
7 

L1 --C(,49 

The two -variate distribution found in 

(in which the distribution i$ ei0her variate alone is a Type 

III distribution), is c- -a+) 

4(x,) _ -cx+ -P`) ( 9) P I y e 
(r - P`) r t.-1 I -PZ 

and this satisfies the (partial) differential equatión 

x á + 
($22(p. 
`` 

_ ,) ̀  
O x 

-6- 

-ex -- 4 - _ o -P' 

When P = 0 , this must of course reduce to %$fi some form 

of the differential e-uation for Type III. We see that it 

reduces to 

x (2 - a) . ( - b) 49 = o ( 
which can be derived from (2) by differentiating and adding. 



In a similar way, if there is no correlation in 

the double -binomial distribution, the difference equation (6) 

must reduce to a difference equation for a simple binomial 

distribution. We see that when 

reduces, putting po./p = q/p , to 

{4=+)0 + ) -a x 44-1 S' 4) f Z- txf 01 aai4-2),sß 

+ f lc a OH{/. 
0) 

P0,P,o = Pam.. , then (% ) 

which can be derived from (4) by witting down the backward- 

-difference form of (40-), expressing each in terms of central 

differences by .4 cp = gcP ; i SLR , N704p = S4) -Z 4) 

multiplying the two equations by q and p respectively, 

and adding. The second -order differential equation (S) and 

the second - order difference equation (9 ) have been derived 

from first -order equations which have a definite analogy. 

It will be seen that in equations ($ ) and (9 ) themselves, 

while the terms correspond, there is not an exact analogy 

between the coefficient . There is a similar extent of 

analogy between a ) and (7 ). 



The analogy is not exact, but it is close enough for us to 

say that a distribution satisfying equation (7) and the 

same equation with x and y interharrn ed, will be a 

suitable type of didtribution to represent a continuous 

distribution similar to the double -binomial distribution, 

but it does not show that some rather different differential 

equation would not have an equal suitability, a differential 

equation, for example, with a different numbrical coefficient 

for the first term, witiJJ 
_ 

da, d 0,- P. 
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SELECTION 

2,1-¡This da after is concerned with a question of great 

practical importance. When it is desired to compare 

the distribution of one variate (or set of variates) 

in two different populations in which another correlated 

variate (or set of variates) has different distributions, 

it is important to find what would be the distribution of 
a 

the first variate in mAgxmfxkka population0( formed by 

selecting out of one of the given populations a population 

in which the distribution of the second variate is the 

same as that in the other of the given populations. 

The simplest case is that in thich the population selected 

has pero variance in the selected variate - that is, in 

which we consider the distribution of one variate in 

those individuals in the population for which the other 

variate has a particuIr value. The mean is then given 

by the curve of regression. It is easy to see that 

if the regression is linear, then whatever the variance 

selected, the mean of the other vaí*ate in the selected 

population will be a function of the selected mean given 

by the equ -tion of regression. !n.ter_ est in this chapter 

will tbevfore centre on the expveesione found for the 



variance and bi- variance or product- moment. 

The problems to which the theory of selection is 

likely to be most applied are biomet7rical problems, in 

thich the variates are essentially positive. For such 

variates, especially If the coefficient of variation is 

not very small, the Gamma -type curve will be more suited 

than tlt Gaussian, and it may therefore be of considerable 

importance to find some properties of a distribution 

selected from the distribitions discussed in chapters 

Consider first the distribution which we found could 

be represented by a Bessel function. Its moment generating 

function is - Ac 
-ß -- d(3 

It- ich is equal to Xt-1e-r (5e 
L) r",) P "`(it/3(t- 1/3,i-P 

o Z) 

We are assumng that the distribution function for KKK each 

variate is 

Q 
CP' 

rOh) and not r(6} d 7, 

since by suitable choice of the unit the second form can 

be changed intothe first. It means a choice of unit which 

makes the arithmetic mean equal to the varianee. We can 

readily obtainthe general forms ofthe results obtained, at 

the end of the discussion. 

Now replacing e 
x x- 

r () dx 
( 2 ) 

dk 

it becomes 



rt-+ 

-(3 ( 
1 

-P`)}a 
o 

['(k) rx(--.1z _ 1-3(e-e=) 
Ac 

c(tv 

-g -P -/3(t=)-p - f ! (f)T. 
(f)T. +-. l-f3(e -esi 

-ßCt-P~))-at4 fi_ 
...a-(e-Pi `)(3+....00(i- 

_? +) t Z 
-+- (fr (e -e i) - & .., p 

) ß -+- .,. -t- 2! 

(h- *J I)(1 -et) (a -e'-.. P:) dß 

Ch;1) 
CO-e%)-4. t 1) 

4 : 

12(1-4-0 
(` P= + pL.. i » P (3 

-e- { e-+4-s [: tx-cr+..2-%-3 1 pc a---Oc (s) 

Thus when from a popu]ation in which the mean x is p , 

and the mean y is p , snd thevariance of x is also p , 

and the variance of y p , a popultt ion is selected in 

which the meaa x is km and the variance of x km2 , 

then in the selected population the mean y is 

p(1 - P2) + kmP2 , the variance of y is 

p(1 -P2)2 + 2km p 2 (1 - ° 2) + km2 P`, and the bivariance 

km2 r . (The bivariance in the parent population was pP2.) 

Now put h = km , the mean x in tie selected population, 

and v = 124 , the variance of x in the selected population. 

and put ho = the mean x inthe parient population, and 

vote = the variance of x in that population, so that p is 

replaced by vo and the m4pamk±eaii xm expressions made homo- 

- geneous by putting in the factor ve /ho where necessary. 

The expression ffòr the mean y in the elected population 

becomes h, + (h - ha) p 2 , and that for the variance 



i.(1- P ) 2 -v,r (t -r) u r 

Sofar we have assumed that the mean and variance of y in 

the parent population are respectively equal to those of x . 

We can put them equal to h, and v, respectively, where 

h2 /v, = he /vim , since the type of distribution in y is 

supposed the same as that in x . With these change- the 

expression eor the new mean y becomes 

h, + (h - ho) P2 v ;7;: 

which is the value givenby the regression line, since 

is the regression coefficient. We have already seen 

that it must be given by the regression line. 

The expression for the new variance of y becomes 

: v _ P; -1- 2 U p i (t- P° 
fi 

+ vutp r 

and for the bivariance 
(6) 

so that the coefficient of correlation which was Pi becomes 

-7 

t[o-rY- 2 ¡p 
- p`(t -e`) .4 : p4 

ms`s 

We can get e more general result by using 

t'(&) instead of r(Pc) 

as t1e distribution of x in the selected population. 

The limits of integration are from c to +q. Strictly 

e should be positive if a selection of this sort is to be 

possible, but we can allow a negative c if k is large 

enough and -c small enough for the frequency function to 

be small for negative values of x . The effect is to 



multiply the moment generating function (3) by 

(3 P.` exa (c(,f3(1 -P' 

+ C P21 _ . ! -pL,-' C er } i cz%31 P - i cl oc: +ezot i:{ . . . 

! 
c d + c Pl/3 i c1 cc` -.. ca a,ß Ps + (c PYi -e=) 4 i c= P.` ß',. - 

so that the moment generating function becomes 
(g) 

+(c 4.6..)o( 4144-9% ) 4- C c . Æw ) ß + 1 c . ., )i . i. ..: 1 of 

[Cc+ f}...)` P` --Cc -P°) + &...LeyY'} o(ß 

n 4.f ive.00_0- ,.(,.sFk»)(h +lP`(l -Ps/ 4. i [(2,...4.+ -t- - 

which is the same as (3) with c - err. for z 
kms being unaltered. But e + km is now the mean x in 

the selected population, so thtt the expressions for the mean 

y and the variance of y , and the bivariance take exactly 

tie same forms as (5) and (6) . 

Ç7 4- The problem of selecting a Gaussian 

population from a Type -III population, or vice versa can be 

treated as a limiting case of the problem treated above, 

for 6c-c) e 
1'+* r(*) tends to the Gaussian forme as 

e tends to infinity, while e + km and km2 remkin finite. 

But a separate treatment can be given : if in (2), 

xp- 1 

e 
CV) is replaced by 

2-(x-)'/v u7 
and the integration carried out from -00 to +c0 , it becomes 

42 
P 

2 

Ca` - k)i _ 7 ---_ 
fl-/3(:-Pi )) 2h 2v + x1-/c(1-P`) 

00 



p2 ; Z 

1 -e9 (( - -{- d) tJ - _ - ( - - ) y (--)y 
(! 

1 Í3 ( (--)y ~I" 

_ i -.- aI /3(KP'h(t -e`)} (4z- -) c 

+ 1(e;v) el, 40_ f)) et 

i- (1 17 Ci., t)(l- es)Z 4- (a-t -4- 4V (3") 

+,-, 

which agrees with (3) as far as the terms of the second order. 

The converse problem is that ofthe 

selection of a Type III population from a Gaussian population. 

In ; c (1- p`Ì In et , 

e 

x= 

replace 

-co 

by CK -c)e». /n ((0 . 
takingthe integral from c to +ao. The required moment 

generating function is then 

I i e[=() -e 
c) (ao 

(lS . Pec)(x -- c ) 

r(Pzi 
e e e dx 

._.. {s a`( -P9 ( ) / (- a -- C + P oc ,., /3 - P o 

'F4 
!-+(C.+..Qt) Oat -+-(c w..Pz)/v P+¿OCflc+wP2-ízu (C --c1Cl'ir - QIt4}{..i 

` l( IÌ 

so that the mean y in the selected population is (c + 1--12) P 

and the variance of y is 1-9t4 e% and the bivariance 

is 
c4) _ a 

These are the values which /(5), (6) take when h 

(and v, = vo = 1 , since the units have been so chosen that 

in the Gaussiandistribution the variances are both 1) with 

the requisite shifting of the origin; °$ 
It is thus verified that in selection of a Gaussien 



population from a Type III one, or in selection of a Type III 

population from a Gaussian one, the formulas ((4), (5), (6), 

(7) stilihold, the origin for h , h, , and h, being the 

lower bound of the population from which selection is made, 

which for the Gaussian distttibution is et-A) so that h/h, = i* 

It is to be expected that the results of 

this chapter can be further extended by considering selection 

from a population in which the distributions of the tiro 

variates are not}the same, such as those discussed in chapter 

and further generalised by considering more than two 

variates. 

21 4 But the results here obtained may be of 

practical importance in all probles of selection from 

distribut ons in which the coefficient of variation is not 

small. The new results of importance are that in selection 

from a population in which the mean x is h,, mean y h, 

and the variance of x is vp , and of y v, , and if it 

is assumed that the same type of Type III curve will fit both 

variates, so that hó /v, = h2 /v, , and If the selected 

population ig determined by the condit'ons that x shall 

have a mean h and a variance v , then in tie selected. 

populatioon the variance of y is 

v- (I- e) .. ,,, P ((- Q) + 

and the bivariance is v P v,/v 

The mean y is given by putting x = h in the equation of 

regression. These formulae can be applied 
when the mean 



varianne are known, without earrging through any process 

of fitting a curve. 



CURVE FITTING 

2a 1 The discussion of the function to represent 

a distribution in which two variates each have 

a type III distribution, in chapters 11 0,4 V has been 

wholly concerned with what R.A. Fisher calls Problems of 

Specification - the choice of the mathematical form for 

the population - and not et all with Problems of Estimation. 

The mathematical form of the population can be chosen on 

Frrounds quite independent of whether or not simple -nd 

logical means exist for fitting to an observed sample 

a function to represent the population. The arguÑents 

of chapters Yr show that in any many- varia*e population 

in which each variate %has a type -III distribution, it is 

reasonable to suppose that the combined distribution has 

the form given in ills most general form in 01.4 , a series 

in Leguerre polynomials, which, in the particular inst -nce 

when there are only two variates, and they have the same 

distribution, can be represented by a Bessel function. 

It is important, however, when on purely theoretical grounds 

we have decided on a functional form, to enquire what 

means exist to fit a function of that form, and in this 



instance to enquire also in what kinds of problem the 

parameters involved in the distributions of two correlated 

variates may be assumed equal, ,o that the Bessel- function 

form can be assumed. The object of this chapter is to 

give some notes on these points, and also, further, on the 

question of what populations should have a type -III or Gamma - 

-type curve fitted. 

lZ 2 First, I shall quote a result which has been 

privately communicated to me by . "r D.S. Wabhùshanam, and 

which seems to me to give the Gamma -type curve a theoretical 

importance greatly above that of the other Pearson curves, 

and comparable with that of the Gaussian curve. His argument L 

is as folalows : It is well known that the deduction that 

if the arithmeticá( mean of a samrle always gives the most 

probable value of a parameter in the population, then the 

distribution of the population must be Gaussian, given in the 

standard tex-books, involves t8r iannassrmp if ois7 Wtiji 

natural to assume in many instances, are not inevitbble. 

It is assumed that the probability for an observed value x 

is a function of x - xo where xo is one of the parameters 

(It is usual'y stated to be the parameter which specifies the 

centre/ or the true mean of the population, but hhat need 
not 

be included in the hypotheses.) As an alternative to 

this we my assume that it is ^ function of x /x, . This 

is at least as natural a hypothesis in all instances 
in which 

the variate is essentially positive, as it is large numbers 

of biological and economic data; heights, weights, ages, all 

kinds of biological measurements, real property, 
are all 

5 WrI+: teake.- a,,A ÏZo b:.. s o++ Ca»- Ír ..a l c... of 



things the measures of which must necessarily pojsitive. 

And in any distribution in which the coefficient of variation 

has significánee, and in any J- shaped distribution, it is more 

natrral to assume that the frequency of a particular observed 

value x is a ftnction of x /x. than of x - xa (The 

hypothesis does not exclude kkm J- shaped distribùfiions as does 

the one which leads to a Gaussian distribution.) We make, 

then the hypthesis that the probability of an observed value 

7E / /4(/ / / /h00 between x and x + dx is Ç(x)dx , where 

'Q (x) is a function of x /xo , x6 being one of the pare= 

-meters which specifies the population, and p(x) is not 

°the /Arise a function of x . And the hypothesis that the 

arithitic mean of an observed set of values x, , x2 , , x 
gives the most probab'e value for x . The condition that 

x is to be positive gives f(x)dx = 1 , from which it 
xolx) 0 

follows that is a fund ion of x /x, 
w{fi 

itch is 
T Cx ¡/c.) /x v 

not otherwise a function of xo . Put 12(x) = 
,______ 

Then the condition which the method of maximum likelihood 

uses to estimate x, is that 

Xó - C,e, /xo) - CxZ /x6Ì ... (A-- xe ) 

shall be a maximum. That is that 

t { ` x. / xi M 

v= 
shall be a maximum. The hypothesis of the arithmetic mean 

asserts that this condition is always equivalent 
to the 

corxltion that 

E(x-x6)=0 



The same argument as is used in the usual deduction of the 
Gaussian law shows that this is equivalent to tits asserting 

that 

(eel ; C'S ro) 4 x - xo) 

for all x , k being some constant_ 

T.i.s lee.ds t; 

ó (xi = a xa x x 

xo,..R (,e - ...,,E l. c. , 
. J 1 l 

It has thus been shown that the Gamma -type distribution is 

one in which the arithmetic mean of a sample givesthe most 

probably value for one of the parameter in the distribution 

function. 

22.3 Poincaré has discués sed the gel oral form of the 

distributiol function when no hypothesis of the kind here 

discussed is made, and finds the form 

9(x) eAx + B 
, 

(Z% 

where a is an arbitrary function of x , and A of X. . 

B is a function of x, whichpan be determined in erns of A . 

h 2 x This gives a Gaussian function when 9(x) = e -2 and 

A = 1122; . It gives a Type III function when 9(x) = xm . 

[,-1.e ()ea' fw OW el`.. 
That the arithmetic mean is at=smdebodowt statistic in fitting 

a Gamma -type curve is not a wholly new result. 

Calcul des Probabilités, 1912, pp.174 -6 

The 



T 

speciii interest of Rajabhushanamis result lies in he 

simplicity and naturalness of the hypothesis made 
¡- 

some 

special hypothesis would always have to he made before Poincarea 

general result could be applied to actual curve fitting - and 

in the fact that the hypothesis made is suitable for a variate 

which is essentially positive. The curve fitting is thus not 

of a general Type -III distribution 

Oc- 

in which the three parameters c , m , and p are to be 

estimated from the sample, but of a function in which the value 

of c is determined from the natural origin of the distribution 

It might be perhaps be convenient to reserve the name -type 

for a Type -III curve for which there is such a natural origin. 

There areethus in this Gamma -type function two parameter 

to be estimated fro+ samplq, and since Rajabhushana& s theorem 

has shown that the arithmetic mean is one statistic satisfying 

the conditions of the method of masinnm likelihood., it is 

natural to enquire what other statistic the method %of maxim's 

likelihood will lead to. The Gamma -type distribution A net 

1 

being gr" 
4' C-0 _ g x 

the equations given by the method of maximum likelihood to 

determine the required statistics are 

(0q 

frot.)4)bc.)._. g(o) = o, fog.Nrod---104-0 



o = (N,xz.-. 
tr(b. 

6..4_ 
e-(v,-+-xz-t 

These equations are equivalent to 

That is, 

r'(...4.} - n _ 

(1-1-+) 

92 
- )11-. xr 

57:&" r + ) 

r= 

0, 

Q 

c , 

o 

softhat the most probable values for m and k are to be found 

by equating certain furc ti ons of m and k to the arithmetic 

and geometric means of t1e sample. To solve for m and k , 

write ( (t-) as Tx 

aid eliminate k , 3.. +t x. -; 

CL/eitt. l...4? 4.,.,, 
&era. 

s--(b4 
rCf..) 

The process of fitting will thus require a table giving the 

values of log P- Iri ( P) /r ( P) . Havirg found t e =>rithmmtic 

and geometric means of the sample, find from the table t e value 



of p for which this function is equal to 106 geom.mea 

The value of p , or of m being thus found, the value of 

k is readily found from (4 ) 

The Psi -log- difference function 

The function log x - 1-1(x)/1"-(x) , 

z,.z'G 
the difference 

between the natural logarithm and the logarithmic derttative 

of the Gamma function of x , I propose to call the 

psi -log -difference function, and to4lenote it, if it is 

necessary to have a short notation, by pid x . Since in 

the use of the table values of the psi -log- differenne function 

haveto be equated to logarithms, and since common logarithms 

to base 10 will be used, it is convenient to have a table 

of logo x -[ r' (x) /r (x) ]log., e 3 we may call this functio 

the common psi -log- difference function, the other being 

the natural psi- log -difference function. They can be 

denoted by pldw x and plde x . Tables are given at the 

end of this thesis 

2.2.5- Pitting a curve 

The Gamma -type curve is J- shaped when -1< m< 0 
it touches the vertical axis at the origin 

aid when 0 < m < +14 and to test the practicability of 

fitting by means of the Srithmetie and geometric weans, 

would like to fit one example of each of those types. 

I have carr*ed through the calculation for fitting 
a curve 

to the data for deaths from diphtheria at different 
ages in 

Table XII, p.9 in G.U. Yule's Theory of Statistics, 
1929, 

but the result is a rather poor fit, the curve obtained 
Gro 

giving values about ten per cent too Wigla 
in the neighbourhood 

one 



of the mode, and much too high values between 5 and 30 years 
This may mean that this particular set of data, although 

having a general resemblence to a Gamma type distribution 

with 0 < m < 1, is not in fact on which is suitably 

fitted by such a curve. Or it may mean that the geometric 

naan is not accurately calculated from a grouped frequency 
in estimatling 

table of that sort. I have assumed taw the geometric as 

well as1074 the arithmetic mean that The whole frequency 

ina certain class is concentrated at the m d -point of the 

class. It would be better to take it at the geometric 

mean of he lower and upper bounds of the class. But in 

the table discussed the lowest class is given as 0 -1, and 

it contains about five per cent of the whole sample. 

If we are to get satisfactory results from an estimate of 

the geometric mean, we need in preparing- a frequency table 

to aim not at having equal clap intervals, but at having 

a constant ratio of the lower to the upper bound of the 

class interval- the effects would of course only be 

significantly different in examples in which tb Gamma -type 

curve fitted has a fairly small value for m , that is 

those irwhich the coefficient of variation is large. But 

the question whether is examples in which the coefficient 

of variation is small, and a type -III curve c'n be fairly 

wall fitt2ed by means of the arithmetic mean and standard 

deviation, it is worth while to use the geometric mean, 

is one which perhaps can only be answered when a numb -r 

of trials have been made. It would be of Interest if 



the data were available to fit P J- shaped Gamma -curve 

to a distribution of incomes. Itls recognised that 

in dealing with incomes or amounts of wealth a geometric 

mean may have significance, and of course the arithmetic 

mean has significance, since it depends on the aggregate 

income. Hitherto it has been a frequent practice to 

represent the distribution of incomes over a certain 

range by Pareto's law') , in which the frequency is 

proportional to xm . This can in no case represent 

the distribution of incomes over the whole range, since 

fxmd.x does not converge for any value of m . It would 

then be of interest to see if the method of fitting here 

given would give a satisfactory fit, but published data 

of incomes generally have too rough a grouping at the 

lower end for an accurate determination of the geometric 

mean. To sum up, to test adequately the proposed method 

of fitting a curve by use of the arithmetic and geometric 

means, we need data tabulated in a form which is throughout 

concerned with the ratios of the various values of the 

variate more than with the differences between them - 

possibly in some instances two methods of tabulation would 

be desirable for the calculations of the two means. 

Any badness of fit in ap:Vying this 

method to a distribution to which a Gamma -type curve 

ought to be fitted must be due to defects either of the 

tabulation of of the method of deriving the arithmetic 

and geometric means from the frequency table, for the 
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method is on firm theoretical ground, beincr derived from 

the n thod of maximum likelihood. 

2.2.6 And the method of maximum likelihood 

I regard as derived from the principles of invertise 

probability. If p, , p2 , , p are the a priori 

probabilities of various alternative hypotheses, and 

q, , qi , , q.. the probabilities ictuds for the 

occurrence of an observed event, on these various 

hypotheses, then the probability for the rth hypothesis 

is p,.q. /Epq . The method of maximum likelihood 

amounts practically to saying that this is a maximum 8xa 

when q is a maximum. similar but more far -reaching 

hypothesis is really implied in nearly all deditctdan from 

statistical data g for whenever an estimate of a parameter 

of some distribution, or an estimate of some unknown such 

an element of a planetary orbit, is given with a probable 

error stated, what is stated is that the probability that 

the parameter or unknown lies in a certain range is one - 

-hale (and of course the distribution of the estimates 

of the parameter being known or assumed, other 
statements 

about the probability that the parameter should 
lie within 

various other anges are also implied) ; and since the 

estimatc ofthe probable error, etc., is made from the 

sample alone, it follows that the assumption is implied 

that p is a constant. And this assumption is very 

often fully justifiable by the fact that 
the a priori 

probability is fairly constant in the 
range whicthe 



sample makes possible. That is to say, p is 

effectively constant within the range outside which' q 

i5 effectively zero. In statistical investigations 

the 'hypothesis l is always that some parameter 1a s 

a certain value, and the observed event is recorded in 

a set of values of a sample. If on the hypothesis 

thatthe parameter has a value m the probability that 

a value between x and x + dx will be observed is 

q (x,m)dx , then when values x, , xs , , x., have 
been observed, the probability denoted above by q will 

be Ç(x, ,m) 4)(xx,m)...Q(x..,m)dx,dxZ...dx, 

Now the method of maximum likelihood as -lerts that that 

value for m is most likely which makes 

() (x, ,m) q(x2,m) ... cp(x,,,m) a maximum, dx,dx2 . dx 
being independent of m .') (dx, , dx2 , should 

e 
not be regarded as arbitrary differentials, but as the 

unit in #0 which the measurements are made, and which 
may differ¢ in different parts of the table - being for 

X.XO example, inthe table from Yale reffed to, a ,rear, 

at the lower end ofthe table and ten years at the upper - 

but which is independent of the value m ojthe parameter. 

a x We see thus that t he melishod of Ì ,csae 
llmaximum 

likelihood is deducible from the principle of inverse 

probability. Actually the methods of inverse probability; 

give a probability distriç ion function for the 

parameter m , + 4m)dm , and if as may often be the case 

we wish to consider instead of m some function of it, 

') .A. Fisher, Proc. Camb. Phil. soc., XXII (1925) Pt 5,p707 
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f(g. »C)(1(1- r*C) . 

n e (-C y... A- rz 

The last two are equdtvalent to (`f) and ( S ) , and the 

first equates the harmonic mean of the sample to the 

harmonic{ mean of the population. 

FITTING A TWO- VARIATE DISTRIBUTION 

1-Z The vessel- function distribution found in chapter 

(equations i. 4-411) is one in which the distibution is of 

the same type in each variate 3 in which the same values 

forthe parameters occur for each. We cannot therefore 

assume that Bessel- function form forthe distribution is 

suitable unless we have ground for supposing not only that 

a Gamma-type distribution will fit each variate, but lso 

that the two distributions will hsvge the same value of m . 

It is not necessary that they should have the same value of 

k , fort he units in which the vr-Iriates are measured can 

be changed, and kx taken instead of a . That is to lsay 

the twovarttes nnzst have the same ratio of arithmetic to 

geometric mean, even if tbydo not have tie same arithmetic 

mean. There are some investigations in which this 

can be assumed of the population even if it is not exactly 

true of the sample. For example, in ditscussáing the 

correlation bewteen heights of father and son, it -ay 

be presumed that the distributions are of the 
ee type, 

but it cannot be °.-resumed, for example in discussing 
the 

(c drrelation of height and weight. e have then to consider 



how, in a distribution in which we may presume that the 
Bessel function type of distribution, that is in which we 

may presume that each of the two variates has the same 

type of distribution, the same ratio of geometric to 

arithmetic mean, or the same coefficient of variation, 

how we are to estimate the four parame`erl involved. 

The four parameters are m , k , kL , and P where the 

frequency functions for x and y respectively are 

.+1 
C' 'x 

4-6,44) 
and 

,.. 
e-4443 

F~y' 
rlr- * ) . 

The hypothesis of sameness of type requires that m shall 

be the same in each frequency function, but does not 

require that k shall be the same in each, since that 

depends on the unit chosen in which to measure the variate. 

Now if the units are chosen so as to make the values of k 

the sane in each function, then a sample of N pairs of 

values of x and y gives us two samples drawn from the 

same population. Taken tog bher they do not form a 

random sample of 2N values, for the pairs of values are 

correlated. But the geometric mean of the whole 2N 

values we may , so far as I can see , use in the same way 

as the geometric mean of a random sample of 2N values, 

and thus equate 

('(Y -t-) to log (arith, mean) - * log (geom. mean 

But the ratio bof geometric to arithmetic mean is not 

altered by the chancre of unit, and we have thus as the 



fetp 

rule by which m is tobe estimated 

'(., t ) , al . r... Q ' . ̀ r ' 
rCw-{0 -4.5 `N-»-- 1,< 

Having found m , the values of k. and k, are found from 

a.riti. eo-. 1 , vn 4. 
-4 

2 
y 

Pr= 

It remains for some other occasion to 

discuss the maximum likelihood estimate of P. It is 

clear that the product moment gives a consikt®.nt statistic 

for the estimate of P , but it does not follow that it 

is the best. 

If it eanrot be presumed that x and y 
FXXIssible as a series of Laguerre polynomials 

have the same frequency functiory then the required values 

for m1 , m, , k, , k2 wiTi from the respective 

samples and P wilL be the only parameter in wkikk 

estimating which both variates have to be used. 
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TABLES OF THE PSI-LOG-DIFFERENCE FUNCTION 

In fitting a gamma -type curve by means of the 

arithmetic and geometric means, it isnecessary to find a 

value for p such that 

log (arith. mean) - log (geome. Mean) = log p 
r(P) 

and for this reason it is desirable to have atable giving 
r, 

values of log p - 

r1(P) 
I have prepared a tabletgiving 

values of this function from p = 0.02 to 2.00 at intervals 

of 0.02. But since in general logarithms to ba -e ten will 

be used for the arithmetic and geometric means, I have also 

prepared tables giving log p ( ) log.° e 
as ffliows s 

It 
A) From 0.0001 to 0.0010 at %intervals 
B) Fn m 0.001 to 0.005 at intervals 
C). From 0.01 to 1.00 at interval-, 
D) From 2.0 to 4.0 at intervals 
E) From 4.0 to 10.0 at intervals 
F) From 10 to 20 at intervals 
G) From 20 to 80 at intervals 

of 
of 
of 
of 
of 
of 
of 1 

0QOOi 
0.0005 
0.01 
0.1 
0.5 
2 
0 

In preparing my first tables (of the natural 

psi -log -difference function from 0 to 2) I used E. Pairmarfs 

tables forthe psi function, Tracts for Computors No. I, taking 

the interval as 0.02 as in her tables ; and Kohler's table 

of the natural logarithm to Bight decimal places (1862), which 
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the director of the Kodfit#kanal observatory, Dr A.T. Narayanan, 

kindly lent me. Since the log tables give logs of whole 

numbers, one has to subtract log 100 . Thus for the part 

of the table from 1 to 2 , the number entered in the table 

is the sum of three quantities, a logarithm, correct to eight 
E.1: 

! places, d¡fg¡o correct to eight places, and log 100 correct 

to a larger number of places, and it will therefore in some 

instances be wrong by one unit in the eighth place, but it 

should in no instance be wrong by more 1 y than one unit. 

For the part from 0 to 1 it has teen necessary to calculate 

from the equation - -- roo-ro,0 and for that p^rt of 

the table we have therefore the sum of four quantities, of which 

two are given to eight decimal places. The other two I took 

together, using a value for k - log 100 correct to more 

thaneight {laces, so that in that part of the table also the 

error should not exceed one unit in the eighth place. All 

this calculation was done without a machine, and difference 

calculated as a means of tracing mistakes. The part from 

0 to 0.6 I have calculated twice, so as by two independent 

calculations to find mistakes, and the part from 0 to 0.1 

further checked by comparison with the table Of the common 

psi -log- difference function, prepared in Edinburgh subsequently. 

The unevenness in the fourth differences appears not tb be 

greater than might arise frc,m errors of not more than one unit 

in the entered values. 

For the second set of tab les (of the corn on psi -log- 

-difference function, = log p - 
r'Û) log.,, e ) I used H.T. Bavas 
r(b) 

table of the psi functionl multiplying by log e = 4342944819 
1.'44x-raga, t 93 



with a multiplying* machine, either the electric Muldivo 

in the Jane Findlay Thomson Commercial Laboratory, or an 

Archimedes. The electric machine had the disadvantage 

that it will not take a multiplier of more than eight figures. 

I decided not to ail at such accuracy as before, but use seven 

figure logarithms (Shortrede's), giving the tables finally to 

six figures. One advantage of the electric machine is that 

when the value of loge is set up as multiplicand, and remains 

set up through a sequence of operations, and the values of - 

used as multipliers, these multipliers can be allowed to 

cumulate on the upper register, and at the end of % five 

or ten multiplications, the sum compared with the sum of the 

60 five or ten values of TriT,T found either on another machine (I 

used the small Muldivo for that purpose sometimes) or on the 

same machine subsequently. In this way it is possible to 

guard against mistakes in entering the multipliers. The 

differencing has mostly been done on me of the machines, 

retaining usually eight or nine places, though only seven can 

be correct - in that way lessening the error in the calculated 

differences. I have finally given the tables to six places, 

as more than that is hardly likely to be accurate. 

If repeating the work for publication I should ask 

permission to transcribe the necessary logari'hm- from Sang s 

manviscript tables in the library of the RWoval gociety of 

Edinburgh (unless the publication of Lógárithmica Brit /Mnica 

has been completed by that time) to about eleven places, and 

use a machine which In take an eleven figure multiplier, 

giving the fiinal tables to eight places. 

I. 

! 
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